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FacultySalary
Bias Studied

the men's average of 37,000, a difference of $2,691.
What all of those numbers do
After more than twenty years not take into account are the relative
as a coeducational institution, seniorities of the various professors.
Trinity's image as an equal opportu- Simply by using the years listed in the
nity environment seems to many to Trinity College Bulletin: Catalogue Isbe strong and improving. However, sue 1990 -1991 lists of professors, the
when one looks into as basic a mea- Tripod calculated the average seniorisure of equality as salary, a poten- ties of male and female professors in
the three different ranks.
tially disturbing trend emerges.
Male full professors lead the
Prof. Diane C. Zannoni, president of Trinity's chapter of the Ameri- ranking, with - again, on average - 23.5
can Association of University Profes- years of service at Trinity, as opposed
sors (AAUP), has compiled salary data to the 16.1 year average of female full
on 136 of Trinity's professors, com- professors, a difference of 7.4 years. In
posed of 97 men and 39 women. Bro- the Associate rank, the difference lessken down into the ranks of full, asso- ens to only 4.8 years, between the
ciate, and assistantprof essor, the data women's 8.6 and the men's 13.4. The
seem to indicate a distinct disparity smallest difference of all is found
between male and female salaries for among the AssistantProfessors, whose
female members have been here 3.5
equivalent positions.
Using the chart, approximate years, versus the male average of four
average salaries canbe computed, and years, even.
they reinforce the impression that a
To determine where the truth
'gender gap' does exist between the really lies, the college has formed a
two groups' salaries. Male full pro- group to study the issue and deterfessors receive, on average, $63,540, mine if discrimination is, in fact, inwhile female full professors earn volved. Sharon D. Herzberger, Pro$5,415 less, at $58,125; ,
fessor of Psychology, arid Associate
For associate professors, the difr Administrative Dean John S. Waggett
ference between male salary, $46,260, are currently working on the study
and female salary, $43,050, is $3,210. now, which is due out at the end of the
At the assistant professor level, month.
please turn to page 4
women receive $34,309, compared to
BY RAN BARTON,
News Writer
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Trinity College Faculty Salaries 1990-91
Male Professors
Full
Assoc. Ass't.

$100,000 -$109,999
$90,000-$99,999
$80,000 - $89,999
$70,000-$79,999
$60,000 - $69,999
$55,000-$59,999
$54,000-$54,999
$53,000-$53,999
$52,000 - $52,999
$51,000 -$51,999
$50,000-$50,999
$49,000 - $49,999
$48,000 - $48,999
$47,000 - $47,999
$46,000 - $46,999
$45,000-$45,999
$44,000 - $44,999
$43,000 - $43*999
$42,000 - $42,999
$41,000 - $41,999
$40,000 - $40,999
$39,000-$39,999
$38,000 - $38V999
$37,000 - $37,999
$36,000 - $36,999
$35,000-$35,999
$34,000-$34,999
$33,000 -$33,999
$32,000 - $32,999
$31,000-$31,999
$30,000-$30,999
$29,000-$29,999
$28,000 - $28,999

Female Professors
Full
Assoc. Ass't.
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"$25,000 -'$25,999
The graph shows the number of professors in various pay ranges. Data
courtesy of the American Association of College Professors.

Committee Hans New Uses For Koeppel Center
BY DAVID GERBER
Senior Editor
In an effort to encourage more
student use of the Koeppel Center, an
SGA committee will be sponsoring a
series of programs beginning Thursday
at 9:00 with a comedy night. With student support, the programming could
potentially develop into a successful social option for students.
"Maybe students can make better use of Koeppel, "said Dean of Students David Winer. "What will eventually happen has not yet been determined."
The effort to improve Koeppel's
student use came from three members of
SGA: Malcolm MacLean '92, Chris Foley
'94, and Craig Woerz '93. MacLean, who
is serving as the group's leader expressed
optimism towards the potential changes.
"Koeppel is supposed to be a student center, so we want to give it to the
students," said MacLean. "If we are successful, a Koeppel programming group
could organize a calendar to coordinate

events for different nights of the week,"
Originally, the group had
hoped to develop a campus pub in the
space, but when the issue of alcohol
arose, their plans were adjusted accords
ingly.
"We were going to open this as a
pub, but why would anyone go to a pub
if they couldn't drink? Then we thought
that it would be better if we had a BYOB

The Koeppel Student Center.

policy for the events which we sponsored," said MacLean.
For both the Comedy night on
Thursday, as well as the student bands
that will follow on Friday, a BYOB policy
will be tolerated. As for the long run,
Winer does not believe in the legality of
a BYOB policy.
"Pubs in the past that have provided alcohol have carded closely and
students haven't liked
that," said Winer,
"Whatever h a p p e n s
with fraternities, w e
want to provide more
social alternatives, but
we are caughtbetween
the reality of the state
liquor laws and space
constraints."
This student
effort is one example of
the College's ongoing
evaluation of space utilization on campus.
"We are trying
m SCANUN
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alternative," said MacLean.
Winer lauded the SGA's efforts as
a positive step towards addressing the
College's space problems.
"We vvant to provide more space
for student social life, but A a don't want
to be naive and think that the spaceresolves all of the issues of student life,"
said Winer. He cited fraternities and
dorm life as two other areas presently
under administrative review.
This week's events are intended
to demonstrate the potential of Koeppel
as a student center. The Far Side will be
open on Friday night, and food specials
will be offered in conjunction with programming events. MacLean explained
that ii the programs are well received by
the students, consistent future events
could include theme nights.
"We are tentatively planning to
have a sports theme for Me .-.riay nights,
live performances on Thursdays, and perhaps a dance club atmosphere on the
weekends. If all goes well, the Koeppel
Center will become a great place for alternative social events," said MacLean.

to create a viable social
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WORLD OUTLOOK:

FEATURES:

ARTS:

One writer laments the fall of atheisminthefoiTnerSovietUnion. Turn
to page 9. Another writer responds
to an Abstract column iast week,
arguing against socialism. On page
9 as well. National health care is
not the answer. See page 11.

Features writer John Viener recently
polled some students on the new
Mexican food offerings in the Cave.
The results are on page 12. In trying
to get Tom Gerety to stay on campus,
look no further than the examples set
by the Brady Bunch. Page 14.

Arts begins a three-part series on
Trinity's student-run a capella groups
withaninsidelookat After Dark. See
page 16. Famous poet and children's
author Lucille Clifton read her work
in Goodwin Theatre last Saturday
night. Please turn to page 17.
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SPORTS:
Men's basketball won both its games
this week, improving its record to 93. Men's squash also had a banner :•
week going 3-1, to improve its record .
to 8-4. Women's basketball stumbled
to a 1-2 week, hurting their playoff ;
possibilities. It all starts on page 20.
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Editorial
LgHhe last thirty years have seen a revolution at
j^rinity. Indeed, the College has undergone
several changes that have profoundly altered the face of
the community at large.
First, earnest efforts began to be made toward
achieving a more ethnically diverse sample of the population within the (originally all-male) student body.
Second, in 1969 Trinity College began to admit women.
Since that time, great strides have been made toward
pursuing similar ends in regard to the hiring of the
.faculty and staff. The changes are visible. Just look at
the 1960Ivy and the 1991 Ivy. In comparison, the latter
is a portrait of diversity.
These types of changes were motivated by a philosophy that a college or university could achieve in a
small environment goals that our society has failed to
achieve on a large scale: equality and integration. Trinity has certainly come a long way since 1960 in both
these respects. But the revolution is lagging behind.
While the faculty and student body are indeed more
diverse than they were thirty years ago, another problem may have arisen.
It is now suspected that within the Trinity faculty
there exists vast inequality between the salaries of male
and female professors. It is distressing that, right before
our eyes, inequality in pay may have been overlooked
for so long. After all, if anywhere, it seems like equality
of pay should be a reality in the Academy. That may not
be the case.
The alleged discrepancy is not suspected to be due

merely to the fact that a smaller number of women are
tenured professors. For when the salary of an entering
female professor is compared with her male counterpart,
the difference is sometimes well over $2000. It is difficult
to say whether or not the disparity in salaries might be
indicative of systematic discrimination on the part of the
College. Regardless of the root of the problem, it must be
remedied soon.
The inherent unfairness of this situation is not the
only issue at stake. The future quality of the faculty may
be influenced by Trinity College's possibly biased pay
policy. If Trinity does not offer compensation to its
women professors in proportion to the amount that they
could earn at comparable colleges, the College may find
itself losing some of the most valuable and enriching
members of its staff. This would be a travesty. It would
destroy thirty years of progress toward achieving, an
environment in which education and learning can flourish. Prejudice in pay at Trinity cannot be allowed to exist.
Hopefully the group studying the problem will be
able to determine the extent of the alleged disparity. If
the group does report that they believe a serious problem
exists, Trinity will have to decide how best to make its
pay policy fair.
Paying fair salaries is not merely a just policy in the
present, it is an investment in the future. Trinity must
look ahead and plan (something it has never been very
good at). The process of fully integrating the faculty is
one that will make Trinity a better place in which to teach
and to study.
D TS
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Socks For Money
Saturday morning at 2:00 a.m.
a Tripod writer was walking back to
his room from a party on Vernon
Street. In the Chapelparking lot, he
noticed a grey Ford Taurus driving
slowly beside him. He heard a
window roll down and then a voice.
The voice said, "Hey, I need to ask
yousomething." Thecuriouswriter
turned around to see to whom the
voice belonged. In the grey Taurus
he saw a man in his mid twenties.
"This may sound strange, b ut
I want your socks," said the man in
the car.
"My what?" said the now
perplexed writer.
"I was put up to a bet by two
of my friends. They dared me to
obtain a pair of a college student's
socks. I'll give you twenty bucks
forthem."
The writer began to compute
the economics of the deal. The pair
of socks had probably cost seven or
eight dollars. It was still a profit of
twelve or thirteen dollars. It
sounded like a good deal.
The adventurous writer
parted with the brand new "Gold
Toe" socks, received a twenty dollar bill in exchange, and walked
back to his residence with cold feet.

Dining Elegance
The Tripod would like to
know if it is possible to reserve that
elegant table at the south entrance
to Marriott. It always looks so
inviting and romantic with its white
linen, Waterford(?) crystal and fine
flatware. However, until someone
does begin to eat at the table, it

must be asked: Who eats the food that is
set there? If, not it would be a terrible
waste.

Smackhead Smacked
Last Friday evening saw a concert/party featuring (among other
bands) the popular and progressive
SmackHead. Although the music was
great and the crowd had a great time, it
was too good to be true. For shortly after
12:30 a.m. Campus Safety decided that
the party was getting a little out of hand.
Therefore it had to be shut down, much
to the dismay of the throng that was
swaying to the surging sounds of
SmackHead. The crowd filed out in an
orderly fashion. But despite the early
shutdown it was a success. The Tripod
looks forward to more such events on
campus. A concert by student bands in
an informal setting is a welcome change.

Gallows Cafe?
Gallows Hill book store has acquired aEuropeanflair recently with the
introduction of a Cappucino and
Espresso vendor in a corner of the room.
It will be interesting to note whether it
draws increased numbers of curious
book worms to the business. The Tripod
urges all those Java connoiseurs on campus to try the brew they serve to see if it
is up to European standards.

Sign Of The Times
Itis ironic thatsince the printing last week of Dean Winer's letter regarding the posting of signs
on campus, the biggest eyesores
have been the gigantic 850% enlargements of that letter. They were
to be seen in several locations in
Mather Hall itself, covering the
very signs they were meant to protect.

In The News...
Several new uses for the
Koeppel Center are being considered by an SGA committee. Earlier
it was mentioned that it might be
possible to convert the Center into
a pub. However, now it appears
that the issue of alcohol will preclude such an alternative use of the
space. Story on page 1.
Two dorms have been added
to the computer network.
Anadama and North Campus are
now linked with Jones, Elton, Jackson, Jarvis, Northam, Cook
Goodwin, Woodward and High
Rise. Soon all dorms may be connected to the network. Foralookat
how students like the network, see
page 5.

Art Returns
The Tripod is pleased to see that the
exhibition of works from Prof. Robert
Kirschbaum's Studio Arts class has been
restored to the Mather Hall Art Space.
Those interested in the work of their
fellow students are urged to drop-by and
see the exhibit.

The Peer Mentor program
went into effect this weekend. Now
students who feel uncomfortable
or have a problem at a party can
approach the purple clad part
Monitors, trained to handle various situations. Look for an indepth report on page 5.

•Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceeding publication the following Tuesday. They should
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripoli will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
on an individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all leters for clarity and brevity.
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Red Tape, Administrative Bureaucracy Anger SmackHead
To the Editor:
Here's the situation: you are an
average student. You don't belong to
some club with lots of money or funds.
You want to see some real alternatives
for your Friday and Saturday nights.
You have no idea how the system works.
You have no connections. You know
absolutely no one in high administrative
positions. And you want to do something about it. You are sick of being told
by some idealistic student groups that
alternatives willhappen. You don't want
to attend anymore "open forums." You
want action and you'll do it yourself.
If you can relate to this situation,
then I suggest you listen to my tale. I
learned thehard way how to make things
happen, and if you read this, hopefully
you'll be spared the same pile of crap I
just stepped in.
First, some background: Al and I
were fed up with big groups (TCAC,
SGA, frats, ORL, the President's Office)
dictating our social options. Our band,
SmackHead, wanted to play aprime time
place on a weekend night at the same
time as other parties, so as to give people
options. We talked to other guys in the
Music Dorm and we decided to play in
Koeppel some time soon. Our R.A. said
it'd be no problem, and the administration would be psyched to help us out.
This is when the crap started to hit the
fan.
Members of Redhouse went to the
Calender Office and were told that in no
way could they play in 7 days. They
were told that there was some rule that
said all events had to be planned at least
two weeks in advance. Turns out, this
was a miscommunication. We were later
told by Calender Office staff that events
can often be, planned only a week in.;
advance. (A major reason for our demise
was that Psi-U was allowed to change
their party date less than 3 days before
their event. Coincidentally it was to the
Friday we had been told that we had
reserved, but I don't blame Psi-U, I blame
others).

So, Al called the President's Office
on Monday to push for what we wanted.
He got some help, as they pressured the
Calender Office.
The next day, Al set us up in
Koeppel Center for Friday night, 10-2
a.m. He filled out all the forms accurately and was told to drop them to Kathy
Duggan. Kathy Duggan didn't get it
until the next day since she left the office
early that day.
We get a call' early Wednesday
morning. This is when we get jerked

these people all the time like frats and
other groups do. Ididn'tknowthatlhad
to have all my social desires planned 2
weeks in advance. We want to do something for this place and we're given the
run-around.
If the school truly cared about "social alternatives," why the hell didn't
they help? Our event was non-alcoholic,
free, in a good location, had 16 free pizzas to give out, was designed to be an
alternative people actually would go to,
and was set up by a bunch of kids with no
help from anyone. The school had to do
nothing) There was ho burden on their
shoulders, as they liked • to claim. We
So, if you want to do something at this damn school, I
didn't need B&G to move stuff or set up
suggest you have lots of patience and a goodpair of scis- risers, since we built our own stage by
getting wood one late night We didn't
sors to cut through tons of red tape. In an attempt to
need security since we weren't serving
provide social alternatives, the school is basically screw- alcohol. We didn't even have to fill out
those damn forms. All we needed
ing all the students who don't have money or don't belong all
was for security to open the doors and
to some bureaucratic organization.
then lock them after we were done. It
alsoseems curious that this school doesn't
have
the facilities and manpower to deal
around. Al talks to a Chris Guilmartin was cool and understood our position.
and is told that he cannot play in Koeppel. He said he'd do what he could and he'd with two events on one night, particuHe also receives a call from Paulette get back to me after he met with all those larly since one would be non-alcoholic.
Morris (who seems to have no knowl- involved (except Al or myself).
Rumorhad it that the school didn't
edge of the situation) regarding making
Next morning, we're told we can- want us to play there since they were
arrangements to reserve a room for Fri- not play when or where we wanted to. afraid of "the nature of our show." Sure,
day. Upon arrival at the Calender Office We were told there was a major lack of they let the Trinitones, the R.A.'s and a
Al finds that Koeppel is out of the ques- communication and that they'd try to comedy night in Koeppel (coming soon),
tion. In regard to using Koeppel, "Why remedy the situation. They offered us a but they don't let three school bands
not?" asks Al. After a huge runaround, chance to play in the Cave next weekend play.
Al is forced to accept an option to play in and that they'd pay for a major adverI must admit that we tried to get
the Cave, where we did not really want tisement in the Tripod, While we appre- this thing achieved in very unorthodox
to play. So, Al is then told to go to Kathy ciate the offer, we don't want to play in fashion. I must admit that we were supDuggan to change the location on the theCaveatall. At this time, Idon'tknow posed to have planned this farther in
forms he filled out to reserve Koeppel to if we'll be able to play next weekend in advance. Also, the people we dealt with
read "Cave" as the location.
were pretty cool on an individual basis.
Koeppel, I'll have to wait and find out.
Al is then told by Duggan that we
So, if you want to do something at But what it boils down to is the fact that
can't play at all despite assurances from this damn school, I suggest you have lots even though everyone "is just doing their
Morris. "Why?" Because it was too short of patience and a good pair of scissors to job," possible alternatives (no matter how
notice and there are not enough security cut through tons of red tape. In an j|t~ proper or functional) are very hard to
guards. Supposedly,Psi-U has tp have a tempt to provide social alternatives,: the achieve, not to mention how hard it is to
couple for its party which was changed school is basically screwing all the stu- get them to be a success.
not a half-hour before Al walked in. It dents who don't have money or don't
Sincerely,
was getting out of hand.
belong to some bureaucratic organizaPat West'94
Al then goes to Brian Kelly. While tion. What the hell is up with all these
Kelly was pretty cool, he basically said it people "just doing their jobs?"
was really beyond his control since no
The school expects me to know all *Edilor's Note: See "Around Trinity" on
these rules and policies when I'm just page two about a SmackHead concert in the
some kid who wants to get on stage and Music Dorm that was broken up by security
sing a couple songs. I don't deal with Friday night.

Mandatory Gommuniiy
Service Proposal Defended

community service opportunities and
incentives. If a community service reMr. Akasie wrote last week of a quirement is a bad idea, what else might
potential community service require- we do to engage more students in outment for Trinity students. His editorial reach?
Trinity faculty are also involved
suggested (by implication) that such an
idea would meet universal student dis- in community service in many ways.
approval and that the faculty who sup- First, those of us who include commuport the idea are hypocrites, preaching nity service as a part of our courses are
but not practicing service. Both conclu- already engaged in a wide variety of
community projects, often workingsidesions are false.
Last semester I taught a course by-side with our students. More imporwith a required community service com- tant, in my experience the faculty in
ponent. Many of the students in the general are heavily involved in Hartclass felt trepidation before beginning ford projects, involving local schools,
their service, but came in the end to libraries, hospitals, city government, the
regard it as one of the most meaningful legal system, churches and synagogues,
and important experiences of their col- political organizations, etc. Since we
lege careers. More important, I had an undertake this work at our own initiaopportunity to poll students anony- tive and on our own time, it is invisible
mously as part of the course evaluation. on campus.
Forty-four of sixty-nine students reMr. Akasie is right that the choice
turned evaluations. Twenty-six said of where to live is complex, and I agree
yes, and fourteen said no to the require- entirely with him that what you do is
ment as part of the course. I also asked more important than where you live (or
"Do you think that community service what you say). Our students and facof some sort should be a requirement ulty are more committed than Mr. Akasie
for graduation?" to which twenty said implies, and our common task in these
yes, and sixteen said no.
troubled times is to expand the effort
This resultcan'tbe generalized to and the outreach, not talk ourselves out
the student body as a whole. However, of it.
Sincerely,
given the broad participation by hundreds of students in Community OutDan Lloyd
reach, perhaps it is time to start apublic
Philosophy Department
dialogue on the further expansion of
To the Editor:

more security officers were available for
Friday. Kelly suggested we hire Hartford police even though the Music Dorm
has no funds and we were not serving
alcohol.
Then, Al meets up with one of
SmackHead's biggest fans, Security
Guard Dave Kerrigan. Dave volunteered
to help out, but was afraid we wouldn't
be allowed to play anyway due to the
short-notice rule.
So, Al gets back to the room pissed
as hell. I call Dean Peters. Dean Peters

Loctite Discovery Overlooked In Recent Article...

Professor Raises Awareness Of
Significant Chemistry Discovery
as Merck, Pfizer, GAF, and HoffmannLaRoche.
The latest ranking in terms of profI was surprised to see in the Trinity
itability
as of November of 1991 places
Tripod issued on January 28, 1992, the
absence of a notable event in Hartford's the Loctite Corporation first among the
History which has particular attachment lOOandaheadofthewellknownDuPont,
to Trinity College. I refer you to the 1953 Exxon, Union Carbide, and Monsanto,
discovery in a Trinity College Chemistry etc. Notbadforacompanywhichhadits
laboratory of an anaerobic sealant called humble beginnings here on this campus
Loctite, and also the creation of the Ameri- in alaboratory in the chemistry building.
can Sealants Company at Trinity in that May I also remind your readers that the
same year which was to have an enor- Loctite Corp. has been very generous to
mous impact on the automotive ind ustry Trinity College over the years. So please,
to name just one of the many applica- dear Editors, the next time you list the
notable events in Hartford's history, let
tions.
there be no omission of this truly signifiAs Ellsworth Grant wrote in his
cant discovery.
book "Drop by Drop The Loctite Story,"
May I also take this occasion to
the product, "touches nearly everyone's
life in some way —every day." This note the wonderful display of the Trinity
discovery in my judgment certainly connection to Loctite in one of the illumiequals or exceeds those contributions nated corridor window cases on the secmade by Colt Firearms (1847), Pratt and ond floor of the Clement Chemistry LaboWhitney Tool (1960), Royal Typewriter ratory, and extend an invitation to your
(1901) and Fuller and Brush Company readers to come and visit us. Finally, the
book "Drop by Drop the Loctite Story"
(1913) to name just a few.
chronicles
the history o f the company up
Today the Loctite Corporation
to
1980
and
I commend it to yours as
which now has its corporate offices in
well.
Newington is ranked in the top 100 national chemical producers. It went from
Cordially,
79th in 1989 to 69th in 1990, with a half a
Ralph O. Mover, Jr.
billion dollars in sales and places the
Scovill Professor of Chemistry
companyaheadofwellknownfirmssuch
To the Editor:

:
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Faculty Salary Bias Studied...
continued from page 1
Recently, when asked
about the alleged disparity,
Prof. Herzberger simply explains that the existence of such

a disparity "has not been determined as of yet. Dean
Waggettandlhavebeen working on the matter, and we need
to do some more analyses."

*Ed.Note: The report is due at the end of the month. Look
for in-depth coverage in the Tripod.

Security Blotter
The stories which you are about to read are taken
directly from the files of Trinity College's Department of
Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that
all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
This feature of the News section is designed to better inform
the College community of the day to day work of Campus
Safety officers.

False Alarm
Students in the basement of the Abner Jackson dormitory were surprised to hear that they were
being billed $1,000 for pulling a fire alarm without
good cause. Since no one person was found guilty of
pulling the alarm and no one had confessed his guilt,
the floor's residents were to be fined as a whole. This
was especially shocking to Science Dormitory residents because no one had heard a fire alarm sound at
any time. An inquisative student, displaying
perserveraiice) determination, and an investigative
spirit, journalistic qualities so welcome in the pages
of the Tripod, visited the Office of Campus Safety in
an effort to battle the injustice he had detected. He
discovered that in fact a fire alarm had sounded in
Allen Northey Jones Hall at the time in question, and
that the dormitories had been confused. Thanks to
this heroic youth's swift action, an awful calamity
was averted.
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Greeks Aid Children's Center
BYELLAMAYSETH
Opinion Editor

This past year, the Greek
system at Trinity has been at the
center of a debate concerning
the future its existence on campus.
Most of the controversy
has focused on the necessity of
such organizations. Yetjustthis
past week, with the adoption of
a fund-raising effort for the Trinity Quid Care Center by a coalition of fraterities and sororities, the Greeks have proven not
only their willingness to work
together, but their ability to aid
the greater Hartford community.
According to the Assistant Dean of Students, Kirk Peters, the plea from the Child Care
Center came atprecisely the time
when the fraternities and sororities were seeking a good cause
for which they could work, not
only independently, but as a
Greek system. Hearing of the
defidtin the scholarship account
of the Child Care Center, the
organizations immediately embraced the issue. Tito Vasquez
'92, organizer of the Pi Kappa
Alpha effort affrirmed this
dedication/The Child Care
Center is an organization which
we could really help, but which
has unfortunately been overlooked in the past."
The Child Care Center,
although located on Trinity's

campus, is an independant organization created to service the
community. According to Helena Figueroa , Director of the
Child Care Center, its mission
for the past six years has been to
provide a wonderfully integrated environment for children
from different social, economic,
and racial backrounds. Yet in
order to subsidize families in
the area who could not otherwise afford day care, the Center
must hold an annual all out
fund-raising effort.
Already, fraternities and
sororities have pledged their
support to this effort and have
approached Dean Peters with
suggestions of activities for this
coming Spring.
The college can look forward to an all Greek Bowl-aThon sponsored by the
Interfraternity Council on the
weekend of March 1, as well as
a St. Anthony Hall car wash, a
Delta Delta Delta bake sale, a Pi
Kappa Alpha raffle, a Kappa
Kappa Gamma children's art
exhibit and sale, and an Alpha
Chi Rho sponsored children's
party. The Trinity College Activities Council will also donate
proceeds from their second semester fruit basket sales to the
cause.
With this support, the
Child Care Center is hoping to
raise a substantial portion of its
$18,000 goal. Pleased with the
enthusiasm exhibited by the stu-

dent population, Ms. Figueroa
commented, "We're very excited because we haven't in the
past been able to tap into student involvement in the fund
raising effort."
Yet Dean Peters contends that the trulypositive outcome of the endeavor lies not
simply in the funds that are
raised, but in the cooperation
that such an effort generates and
in the consciousness that it creates. He maintains, " I want
them to understand the issue, to
learn about the Child Care Center, not to just give money."
Already, Dean Peters has met
with the parents of the children
enrolled in the program and has
invited them to work alongside
the Greeks.
Dean Peters adds that the
Greek system must be about
community and hopes that this
latest undertaking will prove to
be a catalyst for both greater
community involvement and a
larger sense of purposeness.
Yet Ms. Figueroa and
Dean Peters are hardly alone in
their enthusiasm for the effort,
rather their optimism is echoed
by the members of fraternities
and sororities themselves.
David Gerber, past president
and head of community service
of St. Anthony Hall affirms,
"This is a great opportunity to
show what a group of motivated,
concerned students can do towards meetine a positive end."

No Crime Is Good News
The Office of Campus Safety was pleased to
announce that this past week there was no reported
incident of crime on Trinity's campus. Though, according to Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly,
there were a few incidents of automobile break-ins
around the perimeter, there were no crimes on campus, "This is great news for Trinity and for Campus
Safety," said Kelly with a grin, "but bad news for you
[in reference to the Tripod's propensity for siren
chasing]."

Notice The Notice
The Campus Safety Bulletin for February is due
out this week, and will be posted on the attractive and
conveniently placed Campus Safety boards around
the campus.

Run For Your Life
Brian Kelly warns students to be careful when
jogging, during night or day. He encouraged students to stay on campus, urging that they avoid the
dangers of city streets. Kelly insists that there are
plenty of routes and that there is enough variety on
campus for students to have a challenging and safe
workout, both of which help lead to a long, fruitful
life. Be careful!

... from the files of the
Campus Safety Office

Students partic ipatcd in the Lllon Jones spoiworrd "Karaoke Niqht"
this past Saturday in Ihr Kocppcl Soiial I rntci

SUZANNE FALLENDEN

University Of Hartford
Summertermf92
Study Abroad Program
'Discovering Britain"
July 14 -August 5,1992
This summer eam six academic credits in the humanities
or six graduate credits in education in Bristol, England.
The "Discovering Britain" study abroad program will
include classroom instruction and extensive field trips
throughout the area with participating faculty from the
University of Hartford and Bristol Polytechnic. For
additional information and an application please call the
Office of International Studies at the University of
Hartford at
768-5100.
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Peer Monitors Begin Work At Parties
BY TONATHAN HEUSER
News Editor

Trinity students attending fraternity parties this weekend had a new
place to take their problems as the Peer
Monitor program kicked off with the
purple clad monitors attending two
events.
Friday night at Psi Upsilon and
Saturday night at Alpha Delta Phi, Peer
Monitors, students of the college who
have undergone specifically designed
training courses, made themselves available to talk, counsel, or to justhelp people

get home.
Rachel Schreier '93, a Peer Monitor
and one of the founding members of the
group, explained that the monitors are
notintended to replace the studentmonitor program, in which designated students at parties refrain from drinking
alcoholic beverages in order to supervise
a gathering.
"This female monitoring program
is designed to suppliment the male monitoring program [at fraternity events],"
said Ms. Shreier.
However, she also stressed the fact
that the Peer Monitor program is not

Used From Dawn Until Dusk...

Macintosh Network
Neais Completion
BYJIMBARR
Opinion Editor

North Campus and Anadama dormitories were added to the campus wide
computer network at the beginning of
this semester. The additional wiring for
the network was installed over the winter break. The final connections were
made for North Campus on January 15,
when the building was wired into the
main network.
^Currently the following dormitories are networked: Jones, Elton, Jackson, Jarvis, Northam, Cook, Goodwin,
Woodward, SHigh Rise, and recently
Anadama and North Campus. In the last
two weeks, approximately 25 people have
been connected in North Campus, but so
far there have been no requests for
Anadama. Director of Computing and
Communication, Peter Sobering said that
although it is unfortunate that there are
no connections in Anadama, that "it had,
to be done sometime." Mr. Sobering
added that there is a possibility that
Wheaton will be networked over reading week in February.
Besides the dormitories, these academic buildings are connected to the
network: MCEC,Life Sciences, Hallden,
McCook, Austin Arts Center, Clement,
Seabury, Downes, the library, and the
English Department.
Last year, the network was tested
in Jones dormitory with only a half-dozen
students making use of it. Right now,
there are approximately 190 students
connected to the Macintosh network.
Through the network, students can access a number of file servers, the VAX,
the Sun Machines, the library card catalog, and the Internet right from the desk
in their room. The Internet is a worldwide computer network that is used by

almost every college in the United States,
as well as major colleges overseas, various research institutes, government agencies, and companies. Through the
Internet, students can transfer electronic
mail, and files for free to anywhere within
Trinity, or the world.
The file servers on campus contain
programs and other files for student and
administrative use. Programs such as
Cricket Graph, MacWrite II, and Microsoft Excel are all available on. the servers, so each person does not have to own
a persona} copy. There is also a new file
server that contains public-domain
sounds, pictures, programs, and utilities.
.. Currently one file ,. server,
Mathematica, contains drop folders for'
courses such as freshmen seminars and
computing classes. Freshman seminars
can exchange papers for peer-review electronically, saving paper and copier time.
Students in Professor Walde's computer
classes can turn in assignments over the
network, instead of turning in printouts,
or disks.
According to Marlon Quintanilla,
a Sophomore R.A. in Jones, "Everyone
who has access to the network is glad to
have it. Those who can't get it yet wish
they could. They are using it for everything from academics to entertainment.
'Broadcast' is especially popular."
Broadcast is a system resource which
allows one to communicate with other
users on the network using your Macintosh.
Students in any of the networked
dormitories who own a Macintosh should
contact Nancy Sowa in the MCEC to
obtain the requisite hardware free of
charge.
The current goal of the computing
center is that all dormitories will be networked by the beginning of the 92-93
academic year.

Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College
Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders
-Store HoursMon-Frill-8 (203)297-5231
Sat-Stm 12-5

300 Stuumit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106

limited to fraternities.
"This is not something for Greek
organizations only. Forinstance,wewill
be at Casino Night [an event sponsored
by the crew team] next Saturday," she
said. "They just have to come to us and
ask. We hoped intitially for a two week
warning, but sometimes it's notpossible."
She went on to explain the exact
role Peer Monitors are to play at parties.
"We'retheretobeapproached. We
can help a woman or a guy— anyone in
an uncomfortable situation who wants
to leave, or needs some one to talk to or to
help," Ms. Schreier said.
"In cases of sexual assault, we're
the first line of defenseforawoman," she
explained. "We can act as a referral
service as well, and directpeople to other
places where they can get help."
Rachel Ballard '92, another founding member of the Peer Monitor group,
attended Psi Upsilon along with Ms.
Schreier in the initial venture of the group
into Trinity nightlife.
"I hope that we are utilized in the
future," she said.
Ms. Ballard continued, "We were
.made visible. We were well accepted
and they made us feel comfortable. Everyone seemed happy to see us there."
Vanessa Thompson '92, another
Peer Mentor, agreed with her comrades.
"It's nice that the organizations
have been so cooperative. We've been
looking forward to getting this implemented, and we are very enthusiastic. I
. hope that this will become a permanent
part of the social scene at Trinity," she
said.
' ' '
Ms. Scheier expressed her desire
thatthe program become as much a staple

of parties as alcohol or loud music, but
not so much that the Peer Monitor go
unnoticed.
In order to avoid this problem,
Monitors are recognizeable by their
purple T-shirts. The shirts read "Peer
Monitor" on the front, and "No Safety in
Silence" on the back.
At formal events, which Ms.
Shreier explains are well within the domain of her group, the T-shirt could conceivably look out of place. For these
cases, the group is considering using
purple arm bands.
Peer Monitors each have received
significant training to handle any situations which might present themselves at
the various events they attend.
The programs participants are
schooled in various aspects of potential
cases, from factual and legal information
to basics in dealing with sexual assault.
"Many women will act as if nothing happen [after an incident of sexual
assault] and our training will help us
with problems like this," said Ms.
Schreier.
"We get training from the Sexual
Assault Crisis Servise [SACS] and then
more from the Women's Center. Diane
Martel has helped us a lot. We've done a
lot of role playing to practice various
scenarios," she said.
Ms. Schreier was anxious to point
out that there will be another training
session in the near future, and that she
encouragedall interested Trinity females
to participate.
"We'll be doing it again in the
Seabury Chapel on February 9. Women
can sign up first or just come by," she
said.

STUDYABROAD
The Swedish Program
Stockholm University
Study abroad in Stockholm, Sweden with The
Swedish Program at Stockholm University.
Instruction is in English.
Course offerings are diverse, for example:
Women and Equality, Environmental Studies,
International Relations, Scandanavian
literature, Public Policy, History of the Vikings,
Politics, Health Care.
Live with a Swedish family or in a university
dormitory.
Witness the dramatic changes reshaping
Europe on our excursions to Berlin and
Budapest.
Come to an informational meeting
February 3 4:00 pm. Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Campus Center
If you are unable to attend this meeting, please contact
your study abroad officer or call the Swedish Program
office at Hamilton College 315-8594404,
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WEEK IN
HISTORY
COMPILED BY TM. ZAHAREVICH

60 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.28, no.11-12,1932
Work on the new chapel is still in progress. On the
north external side of the sanctuary six shields have
been placed representing coats-of-arms of preparatory
schools that have been and are represented by students
at Trinity. They are, from left to right: Pomfret, St, James,
Howe, Kent, St. Marks, and St. Paul's. On the south side
there are three more spaces reserved for Choate,
Salisbury, and Loomis.
According to a Statement recently issued by Dean
Hood, the percentage of Freshmen who were dismissed
from college because of failure in their studies is the
lowest in the entire history of the college.
He said that 13 men have been dismissed, 8 upperclassmen and 5 Freshmen. With 266 men in the upper
classes and 150 in the Freshmen group, 2.9 per cent, of
the upper classes "broke out" because of unsatisfactory
grades, and 3.33 per cent, of the first year men.

40 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.49, no.13,1952
The UConn Student Senate voted at their meeting
last Wednesday night to propose a Connecticut-Trinity
basketball game to benefit the Trinity Student Emergency Fund with full proceeds going to aid Bill Goralski.
Goralski, an injured football captain, suffered a
spine fracture Thanksgiving Day playing his final football game. It is reported that his recovery could take 10
to 12 months and that his medical expenses are estimated to reach $15,000.
:
Athletic relations between the two schools were
broken off about 15 years ago by the Trinity Athletic
Department and Dr. Ogilby when the rivalry became
too bitter. There has not been an athletic contest between the two schools since that time.

25 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.65, no.15,1967
The Trustees have elected Dr. Theodore Lockwood
'48, provost and dean of the faculty at Union College, to
succeed Dr. Albert C. Jacobs as the 15th president of the
College. Dr. Lockwood's appointment will be effective
July 1,1968, when Dr. Jacob retires.
Dr. Lockwood will assume the presidency of an
institution which, during the past 14 years under Dr.
Jacobs, has attained an academic ratingof "highly selective" and has developed an up-to-date physical plant.
Most of the academic and social growing pains which
necessarily accompany physical plant expansion will
have been endured, and the time will be right for the
new president to scrutinize the internal functioning of
the College.

5 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v,85, no.13,1987
It's official: Jan Kadetsky Cohn is Trinity's new
dean of the faculty, effective July 1,1987.
Cohn, professor of English and American Studies
at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, will
also hold a joint appointment as professor of English.
She is the first woman to be named dean of the faculty in
Trinity's history.
"ProfessorCohn'sbreadthof experience asscholar,
teacher, and administrator is certain to serve Trinity
well," said President James F. English, Jr. in his announcement. "She is a person of enormous ability and
zest, and we look forward to working with her as she
assumes this crucially important position at the College."
He added that Borden W. Painter, the acting dean
of the faculty, will be missed, having done an admirable
job in his two-year term.
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Winter Celebrated
With Festival Weekend
BY JONATHAN HEUSER
News kditor

ast, summed up his feelings with
a phrase packed with emotion
and excitement: "They were
okay by me."
Many avid jazz fans were
unwilling to let their fun dissipate with the last fading strains,
and headed upstairs to the
Washington Room in the William Gwynn Mather Student
Center to a Mardi Gras extravaganza, where they were joined
with a fresh flock of celebratory
students.
The Mardi Gras party,
sponsored by the Trinity College Activities Council (TCAC),
featured the Louisiana-style

tamBalL
The Washington Room
received a thorough cleaning
and festive decorations in preparation for the semi-formal BanTrinity's typically quiet
tam Ball, sponsoredbyTrinity's
campus roared to life on JanuResidential Advisor (RA) proary 24 and 25 as students and
gram, the culmination and for
faculty members teamed up to
many the highlight of a fun filled
celebrate the annual Winter
Winter Weekend.
Weekend, a cornucopia of social events designed to honor
The Trinity Jazz Band,
our coldest of seasons and the
Didi Stewart, and disc-jockey
warm spirit of fun that burns
Scott "Money Shot" Brown '92
within us all.
entertained the crowd as they
danced, consumed refreshThe festivities began with
ments, and patronized the cash
jazz music Friday night at 7:30
bar.
as the South Campus residential life staff presented an All
According to Cindy
Campus Program
' — Nahabedian '92,
(ACP) in the Undercalled the driving
ground. The group,
"I had a great time myself. 1 force behind this
year's Bantam Ball by
a duo made up of ,
, t
. .
1
undisclosed sources,
Rich McGhee and just hung in back with a cigar, the crowd in attendance was a mix of
pounded out tunes and added to the aroma as well as students and members of the faculty.
on the piano and ,-i
11 i
1
n
"There were
waiiecLsouifuiiy on the overall
atmosphere.
about
thirty
members
the saxophone until
of
the
faculty
there,"
late in the evening.
she said. "This is an
The program,
event designed to
scheduled to begin at
encourage students and faculty
music
of
Wayne
Toups
and
utes
late
due
to
what
one
orga7:00, began 30 minnizer, Christopher "Piper" Zydecajun, a decidedly ecclectic to come together and socialize."
"Every faculty member
Skelly '93, described as "techni- mix of individuals who combined to produce a decidedly got a letter and flier about the
cal difficulties."
event, and department heads
Resident Advisors (RA) eclectic sound.
from the south Campus local
The party also featured each got a letter encouraging
provided various foodstuffs, large numbers of small plastic them to make this a department
including crackers, cheese, and bracelets, beer, and a door prize event," she explained.
Faculty members were
coffeecake. To slake the thirstof drawing which included a trip
admitted free of charge, thus
any parched partakers, tea and to New Orleans.
coffee were provided with the
Perre Magness '92, the avoiding the fee of $5.00 in adaid of the Underground's per- presidentof the TCAC, said, "the vance and $7.00 at the door
sonable staff.
band was really good, and the which was levied upon students.
"I had a wonderful time,
"It was crowded and I Washington Room was
think everyone had a great time. crowded. AH in all, it was a and it was great to see the facThe band was really good, and pretty successful event. We ulty dancing and socializing
played Harry Bellafonte, Charlie never make money on these with students. We hope the the
Parker, and lots of things," re- things, butthe door receipts cov- students and faculty enjoyed it
enough that there will be twice
ered the door prizes."
ported Mr. Skelly.
"I had a great time myThe fun could not go on as many there [at the Bantam
self. I just hung in back with a forever, and at appoximately Ball] next year," said Ms.
cigar, and added to the aroma as 2:00am the Mardi Gras party Nahabedian.
Cassandra Burns '93, the
well as the overall atmosphere," came to an end. The spirit, howhe said.
ever, stayed alive, and the Mardi ResidentCoodinator (RC) of Hie
EliLake'94,anotherSouth Gras theme returned Saturday Freshman Experience, agreed
Campus RA and jazz enthusi- night to breathe life intotheBan- with Ms. Nahabedian on all
counts.
"Ihadaterrifictime," she
said: "Everyone would have
enjoyedit. Themusicwas great,
the food was great-1 just wish
that more people had come."
A CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN
Dean of Students David
Winer
said, "Many members of
CONSIDERING LAW SCHOOL
the faculty have told me that
they had an enjoyable time at
the Bantam Ball."

WOMEN and LAW

Saturday
February 22,1992
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Panel discussions: the law school
experience and legal careers.
Mock Law Class: Prosecution of
Pregnant Women for Substance
Abuse.

S. Prestley Blake Law Center

SCHOOL OF

LAW

Western New England College
Springfield, Massachusetts

TIRED OF THE
WAY FAST FOOD

makes you feel.. .and
look!
For quick, tasty,
quality meals
you can have in your
room,
CALL 249-9764

There is no charge to attend this conference, but advance reservations are preferred.
Please call (413) 782-1406.

free delivery
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CALENDAR:

MENT
Ferguson Prizes in Government
LECTURES
The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890 by the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the class of 1868,
Thursday, February 27 at 8:00
Dr. Cornel W. West of the Afro- are offered for the best two essays subAmerican Studies Center, Princeton Uni- mitted for any undergraduate course,
versity will give the annual Michael P. tutorial, or seminar in the department of
Getlin Memorial Lecture in Religion in Political Science during the academic
the Francis J. Boyer Auditorium. The year— a first prize of $450, and a second
title of the lecture is " Democracy and the prize of $300. All essays must be typeChristian Tragic Sense of Life". The written. They must be submitted to the
Chairman of the Department by March
public is invited.
Monday. Feb. 10- "Roots of the 20,1992.
Monday. February 10-- Stanley
Mississippi Blues: The Jelly Roll Kings
and Lonnie Pitchford in concert." 8 p.m. Krippner, professor of psychology at the
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. Saybrock Institute and author of books
The Jelly Roll Kings (guitar, bass, piano, including "Healing States" and "The
drums and vocals) and solo blues artist Realm of Healing," will sigm books at a
Lonnie Pitchford will perform. A Center reception at the Gallows Hill Bookstore,
Artist Series presentation in conjunction on the Trinity campus off Broad Street. 5
with The World Music Institute of New p.m. to 6p.m. Free admission. InformaYork City. A portion of the proceeds tion: (203) 297-2001. Sponsored by the
from this event will benefit Aids Project department of pyschology and the neuHartford. General admission: $10; stu- roscience program at Trinity College.
dents and senior citizens: $6. Box office
PLEASE NOTE: THE RELIGION
:(203) 297-2199.
AND PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENTS,
ALONG WITH THE AREA STUDIES
PROGRAM, HAVE MOVED FROM 70
VERNONSTREET,ANDARENOWLOEXHIBITIONS
CATEDINTHEMCCOOKACADEMIC
Together Trinity College's Widener BUILDING.
Gallery and Real Art Ways (RAW) will
host The Order of Things: Toward a PoliCINESTUD1O
tic of Still Life. The exhibition will show
simutaneously in both locations from
January 31 through February 29, 1992.
FEBRUARY5 6 78 7:30
There will also be an, opening reception
LITTLE MAN TATE- (PG) (1991)
held in both venues on February 6,1992 Director: Jodie Foster. Written by Scott
from 5-8 pm. Widener Gallerey is open Frank. Cast: Jodie Foster, Dianne Wiest,
daily 1-5 pm and the RAW Gallery is Adam Hann-Byrd, Harry Connick, Jr,
open Monday -Friday 10-5 pm and Sat- George Plimpton. Jodie Foster's directourday 1 2 - 5 pm. Admission is free at rial debut is a lively and understanding
both galleries.
picture of a gifted boy and the burden of
his intellectual powers. His single working mom (Foster) wants what's best for
GENERAL
him, but fears losing him to a specialist
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPART-

FoigetOur
Furniture Engineers?

NO!!
We Just Saved The Best For
- Last!!
Thanks for all your work,
DruninionclBoord

"92

Drewlrving
'92
DrewKemalian
'92
ScpttBrown
'92
JimHaztetaa
'93
Brian Oliver
'93
Tom Gerefy (honorary Furniture Engineer)

-The Office of
Residential life
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HARTFORD. CT

RESIDENTIAL LIFE
R A PROGRAM

educator and the unfamiliar world she
represents. A compassionate treatment
of the needs of childhood and beyond.
Written by Scott Frank, the talented
scriptwriter of DEAD AGAIN.
FEBRUARY 7 8 9:45
TAXI DRIVER (R)- (1976) Director: Martin Scorsese. Screenplay by Paul
Schrader. Musical score by Bernard
Herrman. Cast: Robert De Niro, Harvey
Keitel, Jodie Foster, Cybill Shepherd, Peter Boyle, Albert Brooks. Martin
Scorsese's brilliant film on a New-York
City cabbie whose paranoia and isolation slowly push him into violence. De
Niro's chilling portrayal as 'God's lonely
man' Travis Bickle is up there with Jake
La Motta (Raging Bull) as his greatest
role to date. Superb supporting cast,
including Jodie Foster who won an Oscar nomination for her role as an underaged prostitute. The melancholy jazz
inspired score was the last composed by
Bernard Herrmann.
February 9 10 11
WE'RE TALKING VULVA 7:30
THE FAMINE WITHIN
7:40
WE'RE TALKING VULVA(1991) Written and Directed by Shawna
Dempsey and Tracey Traeger. Music by
Bad Tribe. Everything you always
wanted to know about female genitalia,
in a feminist romp set to music. 5 1/2
minutes.
THE FAMINE WITHIN- (1991)
Written, directed and produced by
Katherine Gilday. Cinematography by
Joan Hutton. Unique, revealing film
about the critical brain drain that is
American obsession withbeing thin. The
disturbing testimony by anorexics and
bulimics is contrasted with the representation of beauty in magazines and on tv.
In provocative interviews withpsychologists and feminists, this film gets behind
the personal arid political demons that
cause many American women who fear
becoming obese more than dying.
Sunday Febraury 9
MY FATHER"S GLORY (G)
(France, 1991) Director: Yves Robert. Screenplay by Jerome Tonnere and
Robert, based on the second volume of
the memoirs of Marcel Pagnol. Cast:
Julien Ciamaca, Philippe Caubere,
Nathalie Roussel, Didier Pain, Therese
Liotard. The first of two films based on
the life of writer Marcel Pagnol (Jean De
Florette, Manon of the Springs, Cesar).
Spending the summer outside of

CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK '92
JAMAICA FROM $439
CANCUN FROM $429
FLORIDA FROM $119
TRAVEL FREE! ORGANIZE A SMALL
GROUP. FOR INFO AND RESERVATIONS CALL STS1-800-648-4849.
WANTED:
SUN & PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!!!
SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission
and more! Organize a small group.
Earn a free trip. 1 (800) BEACH IT.
MONTREAL
SPRING SUPER SAVER WEEKEDNDS
$9?.00PERPERSONINCLUDESMEALS
Price Includes:
Round trip transportation via temperature controlled luxury motor coach
2 nights hotel deluxe accomodations at
the Comfort Inn Suites in the heart of
downtown. (Absolutely the best
located hotel in Montreal)
Free Admission to C u b Metropolis, the
most famous night club in North
America
2 Complimentary Dinners at the World
Famous Peel Pub
Includes all taxes. Campus Departure
Available Special Bonus - Make
reservations by February 15Your room will be upgraded to a suite
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Marseilles, eleven-year-old Marcel
(Ciamaca) learns about life, in part from
observing the foibles of his schoolteacher
father.

OFF-CAMPUS
AMERICAN INDIAN
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
38 Curtis Road off Route 199 Washington, Connecticut
Feb. 8,15,22,22
Institute Introductory Tour: Each
Saturday, when other special programs
are not scheduled, the American Indian
Archeological Institute will offer a guided
tour of the Visitors Center by an Institute
Educator. Those interested should gather
in the main exhibit hall of the institute at
1:00 p.m. The tour will last approximately one hour. For additional information call (203)868-0158.
Saturday Educational Programs:
Groups may reserve a special program
any Saturday of the month to take place
between 10:00 and 11:00 a.m. at the
American Indian Archaeological Institute, Curtis Road, in Washington, Connecticut. These 70-minute programs can
be tailored to the group's specific needs
and requests. Reservations are required
at least one week in advance. There is a
$4 charge for adults and $3 for children
under 12, To reserve a program, please
call the Education Department at (203)
868-0518.
January 26-March 3
"Contemporary Native Visions American Indian Artists, 1992": The
American Indian Archeological Institute
is proud to support this temporary exhibit at the SILO GALLERY at 44Upland
Road, New Milford. The show features
the work of contemporary Native American artists and includes paintings, pottery, dollmaking, and woodworking.
Galleryhoursare 10:00a.m. to5:00p.m.
daily, with no admission charge. For
additional information call Peter Dubos,
Gallery Director at the Silo, at (203) 3550300.
February 8-10
Small World Film Series: "The
Red Balloon": "The Red Balloon," the
classic Lamorisse film about a boy who
makes friends with a balloon that has a
life of its own> will be shown February 8,
9, and 10,1992 at 2:30 p.m. at the American Indian Archeological Institute, Curtis
Road in Washington, Connecticut. Call
the Education Department at (203) 8680158 for further information.
Permanent Exhibit.
"As We Tell Our Stories: Living
Traditions and the Algonkian Peoples of
Indian New England": The American
Indian Archeological Institute has installed a permanent exhibition which
focuses on the Algonkian peoples of
Native New England. The innovative
exhibit explores native history and culture through the voices and experiences
of the region's indigenous peoples. "As
We Tell Our Stories" is located at the
Museum Center of the American Indian
Archeological Institute. For further information call the institute at (203) 8680158.
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Bright Future Now In
Store For El Salvador
BY RYEL KESTENBAUM
World Outlook Writer

After over a decade of bloody violence, the war in El
Salvador has finally come to an end. It began at Hacienda La
Labor, a coffee estate owned by Raul Salaverria. His refusal to
give up the estate to the Government sparked a revolution that
has rocked the tiny Central American nation ever since that
fateful event on March 7,1980. Now, after 75,000 Salvadorans
have lost their lives - a potentially beneficial truce has been
signed.
During the 1970's, the government was in a political
domestic turmoil. The military was corrupt, and the government
was aware of burdensome demands made by the uprising
middle and working classes.When these demands were met
with hostile repression, these classes turned to revolution. Led
by the left-wing movement, the Farabundo Marti National liberation Front (FMLN), students, priests, and other like-minded
liberals launched varied offensives against the government.
The war between the two opposing parties was a bitter
one. For the military, the suppression of communism was almost
an obsession, while the guerrillas were willing to die for their
cause. In November, 1989, the military showed the world exactly
how brutal this war was. On the tenth anniversary of the murder
of Archbishop Oscar Romero, the military executed six Jesuit
priests on the campus of the University of Central America. One
of these priests was the president of the university. Colleagues of
the victims responded to the attack with a portrayal of the
determination and tenacity of the rebels. When interviewed by
international reporters, they merely said that they were jealous
of their dead brothers for dying in such a respectable manner.
This lawless crime came at a time when the FMLN had launched
a vehement counterattack against the government. It was a
sobering experience for the major policy-makers of the world,
and the United States responded, albeit unnecessarily.
The United States, under the Reagan Administration, intervened in El Salvador with a multifaceted intent: to stop the
subversive rebellion, and to build a peaceful democratic state.
Unfortunately, the policies were carelessly organized, and the
result did little more than set back the United States' deficit by
another $4 billion. After various attempts at ending the war, the
U.S. realized that their presence in El Salvador was becoming a
nuisance.
The rebel ideologies revolved around Marxist revolution.
As the war grew older, most Salvadorans were beginning to
grow tired of the continuous bloodshed occurring all around
them. The revolution was compounding their misery, and they
felt their political desires slipping from their grasps. This is what
finally forced them to approach the negotiating table. And so, on
January 27,1992, representatives from the FMLN and President
Alfredo Cristiani signed a peace treaty that will hopefully pioneer the path to democracy.
With national elections only two years away, the party in
power, President Cristiani's ARENA party, will no doubt base it
campaign.around the claim that it kept peace and prosperity to
the country. The FMLN will ally itself with the people, but it will
prove to be difficult wall to climb. The recent events will mark
both parties severely, and it should prove to be an interesting
political battle for power in El Salvador. For now, the country is
at peace. The people and the government are working together
to rebuild a country that seems to have, for the moment, a bright
future.
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Socialism And Democracy Do Not Mix...

Arguments Against Socialism
BY NATHAN MARINOFF
World Outlook Writer

far from a purely Capitalist system. While state regulation of
industry is at levels far lower
"...I believe in taking eco- than those in most of Europe,
nomic power out of the hands of a not to mention declared Socialfew,and [putting it] into the hands ist states, government intervenof the people." —Eli Lake, 28 Jan tion is a constant in American
society. If anything, we should
'92
lean towards the dismantling of
In last week's edition of what is fast becoming a welfare
the Tripod, the ever entertaining state, complete with monstrous
Eli Lake advanced his opinion subsidies, bailouts, and price
(what else is new?) that Social- controls for "essential," or
ism was a reasonable means of "troubled" industries. If some
achieving "economic democ- would-be saviour c-f humanity
racy [and] equality of economic desired to move America topower/'Eliisawellintentioned, wards socialist economicpolicy,
sincere individual. This makes doing so would be entirely posme particularly curious as to sible without any restructuring
why he hasn't yet realized that of the current system.
an experiment in Socialism
The quality that makes
would undoubtedly prove di- our system as it exists so valusastrous, and indeed
construct an envi-

not the principle that guides
democracy. Rather, at the core
of our society lies a commitment
to liberty, the freedom to speak
and act as one chooses. These
principles are fundamental to
democracy and free enterpise,
and the antithesis to the ideas
underlying a Socialist state.
Democratic free enterprise is in itself no guarantee of
wealth, or even comfort; it is
merely a declaration that all
people have certain inalienable
rights which entitle them to aspire to higher stations. Ours is
not a static society, in which one
is born into a socioeconomic
group withouthopeof advancement. That we are allowed to
dream, and work towards the
fufilment of those dreams, is its
! = = = =
own reward. Free enterprise is the only economic system that
guarantees such liberty, while Socialism
ultimately deprives all
of liberty, dreams, and
prosperity. Those in
controlbecome an elite
unto themselves, and
the rest are deprived
of any power over
their own destinies.
The very masses that Sodlaism
purports to save become subjugated sheep, told that the depravation of liberty is for the collective good. Again, free enterprise
is no guarantee of universal success; however, Socialism is a
guarantee of universal repression and destitution.
In, short, a Socialist
economy achieves none of the
goals stated by Eli Lake. Freedom is denied. Instead of the
freedom to act and do business
as one chooses, an alleged elite
dictate a fictional common purpose without fear of contradic- :
tion. Thus, when asked the question, "why are you not a socialist?", I will answer that I hold
these truths to be self-evident:life
liberty and the pursuit of happiness are essential rights that must
not be denied.
Sorry, Eli. I hear Cuba and
North Korea are looking for a
few good men.
:

Eli's mistakes lie in his skewed
definition ofsocialism, and his
assumption about the nature

he describes. After
all, most countries
upon whom such
systems have been
inflicted have been
studies in oppresr
/v
sion, and are cur- 01O-JYv.
rently attempting to
move in a direction
opposite from that which Eli " able is the absence of any "masLake proposes.
ter plan"; the people are free to
Eli's mistakes lie in his elect representatives who will
skewed definiton of Socialism, implement whatever programs
and his assumptions about the desired. A strictly Socialist socinature of a free society as a ety denies any choice, instead
whole. His first mistake is the placing the fate if the nation in
assumption that a normally the hands of a few pompous
functioning Socialist economy "elite" who believe that their
is without central control; by machinations will achieve Utodefiru ton, it is hot. While it was pia.
admirable for Eli to claim that
In all probability such a
his was "...notanideology which society will invariably become
promotes or allows a tyranny of. totalitarian and authoritarian,
thestate," such runs directlycon- with the peoplein control insisttradictory to the fundamentals ing that their actions are taking
of Socialism in general. Social- for the general good. In a true
ism operates on the assumption democracy, the collective voice
that some form of central con- of the nation determines the ortrol willbeinexistence,andha.ve der of the community. In free
sufficient means to implement enterprise, all are freee to work
its policies. Socialism without as they choose, for whatever
central control, or the system purpose they desire..
that Eli called for, is an
It is not the place of any
oxymoronic concept.
one group or individual to deIt shouldbe noted that our termine what constitutes social
society, as it exists at present, is equality. Economic equality is

Lamenting The Fall Of Atheism In The Soviet Union
BY THOMAS CATLAW
World Outlook Writer

Communism is dead.
Jesus has begun franchising
anew in Eastern Europe and
Central Asia again. All this
means that God, once more, becomes a politician; and, that the
only true example of seperation
of church and state is gone. The
Soviet Union had a lot to offer
that went under appreciated by
us ideal-happy Americans: an
official policy of atheism, to
name but one. Thus the triumph of the West over communism is far more man an economic or political victory. Itisa
victory for western European
morality. It is a victory specifically for Christian morality; a
notion I find all together
unstomachable.
The United States is very
proud of its tradition of
seperation of powers of church
and state. It is one of those sa-

cred pillars upon which the na- men, Senators, judges, cabinet social fabric as the Declaration
tion has been constructed. Yet members, and high ranking mili- of Independence, and no less
for all the back-patting and tary personnel have been Chris- influential. It is fair to argue
rhetoric, this nation incessantly tian. Certainly not. The reason then, that non-Christians are in
blurs the narrow distinction be- for this phenomonon— aside one light deprived of the genutween goverment's role of legis- from the sheer statistical fact that ine "American Experience."
lating and religious morality. Christians are an overwhelm- They are forever on the outside
looking in, and as
God pervades evfull
ery aspect of gov•
• ,
*f
11 such
sua\ denied
denied the
the run
T,
ernment
from
It is a victory specifically rights that this geabortion to the
neric-god-loving re1 'x
- publicpromises. It's
dollarbill,fromthe J O T "
MOTOMU:
a
J
one of America's
pledge of alle... t
,,

ind aU
f
unstomachable.

i one,but a distinctly
Christian creation. How often
does George Bush light Hanukkah candles on the White House
lawn.
For all intent and purposes, there is a state religion:
Christianity. Every president
has been some flavour of Christianity, and historically, an overwhelming number of Congress-

ingmajority of the populace—is
that religion is, as much as
foriegn policy or nuclear disarmament is, a real, though often
silent campaign issue. Religion
says "family" to America, it says
"traditional values". It wins
elections.
Thus Christianity is just a
significant part of the American

sidering the entire
conceptof institutionalized religion is inherently undemocratic.
Reduced to simplest terms, it's
the brain washing of young impressionable minds who know
no better than to look to people
who creatyed him or her for
guidance. If s humanity? ultimate evil. The idea of being
born into an entire social, ethi-

cal, and moral structure, and
digesting it in childhood before
you know what's hit you runs
contrary to the democratic principles of individual, free thought
and decision making.
This is hardly a new argument. As early as the Seventh
Century a resistant oblate,
Gottshalk, contended that the
doctrine of pre-destination was
ridiculous. Why should he be
obliged to surrender his to a
monestary unwillingly? It
amounted in all but name to
slavery. Rousseau adresses the
issue in the chapter on slavery
in The Social Contract. He
writes: "Before they (children)
can come years of discressio, the
father can in their name lay
down conditions of their preservation and well being, but he
can not give them irrevocably
and without conditions: such a
gift is contrary to the ends of
nature, and exceeds the rights of
please turn to page 10
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Advertising For War;
Selling The New
AModestHealth Care Proposal World Order
Much has been made, in the last couple months, of the issue of nationalized
health care. Political candidates, news writers, and common folk are talking of a
"health care crisis." A typical response to this crisis is to suggest restructuring of
the entirehealth care system; this solution, though, is destined to failure. The way
to solve our problems of health care is to go with what we know has already been
successful, We need to apply the stroke of domestic policy brilliance, that is, 1000
points of light to the health care crisis. Few people can argue that this simple, yet
effective program hasn't worked wonders in our inner cities, metamorphosized
our schools and broken new ground in the ever diminishing war against drugs.
Philosophers and economists agree, when Americans are in domestic crisis, you
can count on the civic pride and charity of the wealthy to remedy any problem. If
you don't believe me just look at the homeless situation. How many of those
blankets were a result of socialist style domestic planning? None, those blankets
are there because of the charity of the private sector. Those blankets are there
because of rich white people. Sure the people arestUlhomeless,butatleastthey're
warm.
My proposal is to tap into this very resource of our society, but with a twist,
instead of tapping the great monetary resources of the wealthy, we need to tap the
superior intellect of the wealthy. I call this policy, 1000 bandaids of health. Just
like in a 1000 points of light the caring individual did something about poverty,

..fe caring individual cm do something
about ourcountry's health careproblems^
poorinhjs,orher,spatv time.
the caring individual can do something about our country's health care prob-.
lerns, by performing medical operations on ttie poor in htaor her spare time. It
a terrible case of gangrene. The man remembering his sophomore year Biology"
class, knows this leg has to be amputated. He takes hispocketknife and some old
sheets and operates, saving this women's life, more importantly though, preserving this country's health care system. So the women willhave to hop around
for a while,but eventually another wealthy per son will donate a wheel chair, and
everything will be fine. Pharmacists can donate drugs that don't sell as well,
dentists can donate extra floss, and sports trainers can donate extra gauze.
We need to redirect the government's money from unnecessary programs
like medicaid and drug rehabilitation centers, to setting up the 1000 bandaids of
health foundation. Hospitals have every right to turn away the impoverished in
this country, when there are so many generous, caring and skilled individuals
willing to lend their skills right on the street, without all that messy paperwork.
The important thing, though, is that with the help and charity of the individual
we can get through,mis crisis. Sure some people will die of pneumonia, or
hepatitis, but I feel human life is a small price to pay for the preservation of the
precious free market system this country was founded upon. Let's look at this
realistically - half the operations people receive are unneccesary anyway, why
should we provide such frivolties to the poor, when they don't pay for it.
Anesthesia, is just code word for good buzz. Do droves of unfortunates really
have a right to this expensive little extra,? It's a well known fact that radiation
therapy can be performed with an old microwave minus the door. I am not
saying poor people should be left to die, but they shouldn't get top of the line
treatment either. Terboculosis, Hernias, kidney stones, lead poisoning, tape
worm's: all of these ailments are not fatal, we're not killing the poor by not
operating on them, we're just not treating pain. You don't have to be a 19th
century existentialist to know that life is pain. Society is not cruel, we're just
providing the poor the opportunity to feel the essence of life,
Li closing I would just like to remind my readers that we are all one of the
little answers to the big problems of health care in this country. Don't close your
eyes to our health care crisis, do something good, give out some aspirin, be one
of the 1000 bandaids of health.

Christianity Returns
To Soviet Union...
continuedfrom page 9

paternity.
Religion and the strings that are
attatched to it, are certainly conditions
that exceed the paternal right. It is an
involuntary decision that in effect damns
the child's free will for life. As a fine
friend of mine has observed, through
the facade of amusement, family, gift
giving, and joy, generation after generation of people are lured into institution-

alized religion which effectively eliminates choice and immediately biases the
perception of the child, in this case a
tainted Christian perception. It is the
perception that still influences the Twentieth Century American political arena.
It is the perception that falsifies American
idealism.
So shed a tear for the fallen Bear,
and lament a time when Jesus Christ
kept his nose out of government.
Bless You.

BY JAY BARBA
World Outlook Writer

The Super Bowl has been over
for more than a week now, leaving in its
aftermath beer stains on the rug, golf on
Sunday afternoons and the new ad campaigns. It seems that every year during
the Super Bowl someone has thought of
a new and exciting way to sell the same
old crap. Of course this years crop pales
in comparison to the success of last years
big marketing triumph. No, I'm not talking about Cola Wars or new breakthroughs in Shaving Technology, but the
Gulf War. Never in my life had I seen
America react in such a positive way to
advertising.
I remember the commercials
like it was yesterday. The announcer
would come on and say "From the marketing/lobbyist firm of Hill and
Knowlton Inc., who previously brought
you great products courtesy of the likes
of Turkey, Angola, The Peoples Republic
of China, Adnan Khashoggi and BCCI,
now presents, courtesy of Citizens (yeah,
right) For A Free Kuwait, a war with Iraq.
Yes the Persian Gulf War, a righteous
and justified, not to mention necessary,
military action against the Kl'l'LER-like
Saddam Hussein, who RAPED and PILLAGED Kuwait. Why, you ask? Well
Hill and Knowlton's extensive marketing research shows that most people are
worried that Saddam Hussein may have
nuclear weapons, so that' s why. Also,
here's an unsolicited testimonial on the
evil of the Iraqi Army."
A young Kuwaiti girl walks
on-screen. Her eyes moisten as she
pleads, "The Iraqi Soldiers, I have seen
them, they go into the Kuwaiti hospitals
(sob) and go to the nurseries, and then
they take the (sniff), they take the incubators, throwing the babies on the floor
to..to.,to die." At this point she breaks
out into wildly emotional sorrow and'
runs off.
"Thank you, a unbiased testimony from a little Kuwaiti girl who, by
the way, has absolutely no ties to the
Ambassador of Kuwait. Now you may
be asking yourselves, how much can this
.cost? One Million, Ten Million, a Hundred Million dollars? No, thafs the
beauty of it. America is getting paid by
the rest of the world to be its hired mercenary. You also maybe asking yourself,
how effective will this war be? One
thousand Iraqi dead? Uh-uh. Five thousand Iraqi dead? Noway! Fifty Thousand Iraqi dead? Not even close. Were
talking well over One Hundred Thousand dead Iraqi's, both military and civilians. That kind of impressive killing
power could only be brought to you by
the United States Military, the strongest,
most effective destroyer of Third World
nations on the globe. Yes, that's right, the
Persian Gulf War, the solution to all your
Middle Eastern problems. By how do I
order? That's no problem. There's no
need to call or write, and you can't find it
in any stores. All we a,sk you to do is
nothing. Just sit back in your easy chair
in an pathetically tacky American Flag
Sweatshirt and watch the fun right on
your own T.V. When you see those videos of Smart Bombs destroying a city that
dates back to Biblical times, you'll be
glad you purchased The Persian Gulf
War."
Although there wasn't a commercial as successful as of yet during this

years Super Bowl, it's obvious that President Bush copied the style of Hill and
Knowlton's ad. His went something like
the following. "From your friends at the
GOP, the people who brought you
Watergate, the Iran-Contra affair and
supply side economics, comes Four More
Years with Bush. Yes, with Four More
Years with Bush, you can count on a
continuingly peaceful New World Order, even more improvements in education and the environment, and an end to
the recession and the budget deficit. Why
Bush? Well here's and unsolicited testimonial."
Again a little girl walks out,
who assuredly has no connection to President Bush, and cries, teary eyed, "The
Democrats, they (sob) they let loose an
army of Willie Horton's and other evil,
drug crazed black men. These men (sniff)
they went to Beverly Hills, to Hilton
Head, to Kennebunkport, and they
dragged the rich people outof their limos,
and they (sob) they made them.. them..
them drive practical American Cars."
The girl, obviously extremely
upset, runs off-screen. "Thafs right. And
Bush (desertstorm) not only will protect
those who aren't in need here in
(desertstorm) America, but also he will
protect all of those oil producing
(desertstorm) countries who are in
trouble all over the (desertstorm
desertstorm desertstorm)world. So go
out and vote for Four More Years of
Bush, and vote for the quality you expect
from a Bush." ,
Which reminds me. Have you
seen the new Pepsi commercials with
their amazingly new brilliant slogan
"Gotta have it"? (I can picture a bunch of
nerdy guys in glasses with Doctorates in
Marketing sitting around a table going
"We need to have it. We have to have it.
Please can I have it....") Anyway, the ad
was so convincing that I went out right
away and bought a Pepsi, expecting a
brand new more exciting flavor. And
you know what, it was just like the same
old Pepsi; tod sweet and really bad for
you.
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CAMPAIGN "92
Discussion Of Adultery
Inappropriate, Counterproductive
BYDANANIXT
World Outlook Writer
Over the past week, Democratic presidential candidate Bill
Clinton has found himself confronted
with allegations that he has had an
affair with a beauty pageant winner.
This is a charge that Clinton has repeatedly denied. Aside from the fact
that these allegations came from a
woman with questionable motives
and honesty, there is a more disturbing undercurrent to this affair.
This undercurrent is the focus
that the American people put on the
private lives of political candidates. In
the past, there was an unspoken agreement between politicians and the press
to keep the private lives and sexual
exploits of politicians a secret. Presidents Roosevelt and Kennedy had
extra-marital affairs which were never
publicized during their presidencies.
Today's world of mass media, however, does not allow for this secrecy as
the American public craves news of

political scandal.
The American people seem
to be more concerned with who a
candidate sleeps with than what beliefs he espouses. They expect presidential candidates to live up a lofty
set of moral ideals that they themselves might not be able to live up to.
Candidates for office are (contrary to
the popular opinion that they are gutter slime) only human and make human mistakes. I do not condone anyone cheating on their spouses, but
that has nothing to do with a person's
ability to be a goodpolitician. The two
important criteria a person should use
when voting for a candidate, regardless of his party affiliation, are what
the candidate believes in and what he
promises to do if elected. This country
is currently in a dire economic and
social situation and will require innovative leadership to correct it. This
country.should not make the mistake
of making political candidates pass
amoral litmus tests because it gives
no indication as to how these candidates will lead.

Working at a professional level that
ordinarily might take years of apprenticeship back home, Peace Corps Volunteers
also enjoy a unique life experience
overseas. And when they return, they
find that international firms, domestic
corporations, and government agencies
value the skills and knowledge acquired
while overseas.
Peace Corps works in more countries now than ever before, and needs
people from many disciplines—education, technical trades, health, the environment, agriculture, community development, engineering, and the sciences.
Whether you have a degree, or several
years of experience, Peace Corps may be
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National Health Care Not the Answer
BY PHILLIP GRAHAM
World Outlook Writer
The President's State of the Union
addresslastTuesdaybelatedlyaddressed
an issue much ignored during the past
three presidential terms. Health care is
perhaps the single most important cortr
troversy facing the United States. This
nation'shealth care system is inshambles.
We pay more and get less than any other
country in the world. We spend over
10% of our gross national product on
health care, yet this system fails to provide adequate care for many. This crisis
is not only morally reprehensible considering our great wealth, but also seriously
disadvantageous to our economicfuture,
The President addressed this problem by offering a possible solution to the
insurance crisis. 35.7 million people in
this nation under age 65 have no insurance. The President proposed that a tax
credit be used to help poor Americans
buy insurance. This credit would be
controlled by individual states which
would either provide public insurance
or issue voucherswhich could be used to
purchase private insurance. These credits would be given to those above the
poverty line, but still unable to afford
insurance. Those below the poverty line
would continue to be covered by the
Medicaid program. While insurance for
everyperson sounds like a fantastic solution, it skirts the real issue. Under Presi-

able to use your skills as no other
employer would—while giving you the
opportunity to immerse yourself in a new
culture...and help to improve the lives of
others while enriching your own.
You'll also receive some significant
financial benefits: $5400 when you
return, partial cancellation
of Perkins Loans
and deferments of
many others, living
and travel expenses, language
and technical
training, and more.
Can you afford not
to volunteer?

RECRUITERS ARE ON CAMPUS TODAY
Information Session and Film Showing
Rittenberg Lounge, 2nd Floor of Mather Hall
Tuesday, February 4,1992
7:00-8:00 pm

dent Bush's proposed plan 40% of the
budget would go towards providing
health care and related human services.
This spending level is clearly
unsustainable. While health care is obviously an important area of the economy,
it doesn't contribute to real growth. The
answer to the health care crisis is not to
throw government money at it. It is not
to insure every person againsthugemedical bills, it is to get those medical costs
down.
The primary reason that over 10%
of our G.N.P. is spent on health care is
malpractice litigation. The idea behind
malpractice law is that when a physician
harms a patient, he should be financially
responsible for his actions. While the.-,
premise is sound> the actuality has progressed to absurdity. Lawyers advertise
their services on television, offering such
deals as, "No money unless we win."
Juries, swayed by these lawyers' arguments, award multi-million dollar settlemerits. Physicians fear these suits and
thus protect their financial security with
malpractice insurance. The size of awards
has grown such that insurance companies are charging up to half of a
physician's gross income to provide
malpractice coverage. This huge cost is
passed to the consumers. Byinsuringthe
entire nation's health we only perpetuate this system. If it were not for huge
malpractice awards, physicians would
not have to charge as much for their
services. The current system must Be
reformed.
The obvious place to start is with
our idea about what malpractice is.
Malpractice means "bad practice." It
does not mean failing to refer every pa*
tient to a specialist on the slight chance
he may have a rare disorder. It does not
mean failing to exercise overkill, and it
does not mean being the doctor of a
patient who dies. Physicians can not be
expected to be perfect. Sometimes even ,
the conscientious and attentive care of a
qualified physician cannot prevent the
death of an ill patient. Malpractice suits
sho uld be reserved for the physician who.
causes harm to a patient through gross;
negligence. A physician is guilty of malpractice if he operates while under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, or when he
blatantly does not meet the generally
accepted standard of care. We must accept that medicine is far from a perfect
science, and that we should only condone suing when the physician fails to
perform his duties.
Malpractice suits should be tried
before an administrative court, with no
jury involved, A judge is moreaptnot to
be swayed by lawyers' demands for huge
awards. There should be statutory caps
on all malpractice awards. There is almost never a reason to give million dollar awards. A doctor who makes an
honest mistake shouldnotbe expected to
pay out 5 years worth of income to the
injured party. It is not sensible to give
million dollar awards for "pain and suffering." Of course gross misconduct
should be punished. It should be punished by administrative or criminal action against the physician. At the same
time, if a physician's gross negligence
causes permanent disability obviously
the patient is entitled to reasonable compensation.
If the malpractice system was revamped, the health care system might
stand a good chance for recovery. We are
the only nation in the world that allows
its citizens to freely sue anybody they
wantfor ludicrous amounts of money. If
this practice was put under strict controls, doctor's fees would significantly
fall. If hospitals were concerned with
patients and not with malpractice statistics they would be less expensive. While
insuring every person against catastrophic health problems is admirable,
we must treat the cause of the problem
not its symptoms.
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Marriott Food Service Goes Mexican...

Indiana Jones Makes a Cave "Run To the Border"
register was clear, but I have learned to
never count your Shankara stones before
they glow. I took the scenic route to pick
up my complimentary cookie and then
began my entry to the cashier's desk. I
tried to sneak a cookie into my pocket,
when out of nowhere Belloch grabbed
me(Belloch is my ruthless nemesis). He
laughed and smiled a taco-eating grin.
He said, "Once again, Dr. Viener, mere is
nothing you can possess that I cannot
take away." I snarled at him, but he had
won this battle, life is a bowl of dates,
and you have to avoid the bad ones.
Belloch was the the most decrepit date of
them all.
Igentlyplacedmytrayonthetransparent platform next to the cash register.
"What'cha got there?" she said with a
look that bore through to my inner soul.
Before I could even catch my breath she
began, "You got the three taco special
without the black olives, a Coke with

BYTOHNVIENER
Features Writer

With my whip at my side and my
fedora in place, I sauntered into the cave.
Ifigured lhattoday was no different than
any other. It was 2:00 p.m. eastern time,
and I was ready to transfer. I've been
from one end of this galaxy to the other,
and I have seen a lot of strange things,
but nothing could have prepared me for
what lay ahead.
itlayiriatfansparentcapsuleupon
the grill. The bright colors made it difficult to discern What exactly it was. The
vibrant greeh of the lettuce was offset by
the libidinous red of the tomato. The
nuclear orange of the delicately sliced
cheese stood on the apex of Mount Triple
Taco. The longer I stared, the more that it
changed colors, like the chameleon. During my meditative moment of awe, I
suddenly became aware of the lack of a
burger special. The " * ™ ^ * ™ " * ^
special for the day
was this festive
AS I left the Cashier's
pile. Without the
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heavtiful
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any
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four ice cubes, a
Dannon Light yogurt
with blueberries and
bananas
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Somehow,the
monologue had become a strangly
1— formed question that
I was asked to agree with. I didn't have
the extra $22 for the yogurt, so I had to
think fast. Being the worldly wise and
debonair professional that I am, I coyly
responded, "Nope. Just a glass of water." She only charged me a nickel.
As I left the cashier's desk, the
most beautiful girl in the world grabbed
me and gave me a kiss for thirty-seven
minutes. She then threw me on her horse
and we rode off into the sunset.

thirty-seven minutes.

a features article
withoutabadpun)
I sashayed over to Alphonso, an
honest man if ever there was one. We had
been on many culinary adventures together before, but this was the ultimate
challenge. I winked at a nearby beautiful
dame, and turned to order the Taco Surprise. The surprise turned out that it
tasted really good, but that is a story for
another day.
With a knowing glance, I thanked
Alphonse who had been and still was a
loyal companion. I then grabbed a yogurt and walked over to...Wait, I am a
tough guy and tough guys don't walk...I
gallantly strode towards the soda dispenser where I met my friend Steve
Marcus Brody. We spoke for several
moments,butlhadto leave him whenhe
made fun of my name. He guffawed and
said that I was named after my cat. That
shows how dumb he is; I was named
after the family mule.
It looked as though my path to the

For those who do not enjoy my
story, I have a real life article here for
you.
As of this past Tuesday, I decided
to write about the invasion of Mexico
City upon the cave. I interviewed people
in the hopes of generating some statistics; I love statistics. As a member of the
Marriott transfer system, I was very interested in finding out why and how I
had crossed the border.

The Writing Center
Monday-Friday
1-4 PM, Writing Center
Monday-Thursday
6:30-9:30 PM, Writing Center
Late Night
Sunday, Monday, Thursday
10-12, Tom Smith Room,
Mariott

Intrigued and a bit intimidated, I
proceeded to gain access to a private
meeting with a Marriott representative,
Ann-Marie the Retail Manager. She explained the reasons for the creation of
Little Mexico City:
1) People at Trinity seem to like
Mexican food.
" — T'."— m m m T TL,
2Z
2) The food
is atemporary test
to see if Mexican
food is a viable al, '

Should the specials further branch
out to accommodate foods of other cultures?
Yes: 31% No: 42% Indifferent:
27%
Do you want the Mexican food for
the remainder of the year?
"
— Yes: 32% No:
46% Indifferent: 22%

Do

"Dos Equis should be
.,

Mexican food regu-

with the'92.
tacos. - iariy?
O'Leary
line of food is less
expensive.
4) Mexican
food is a healthy

y°u eat

Yes: 64% No:

36%
Should the system return to the way

"Tuna Taco. Now

itw

^?
Yes: 28% No:

alternative
french
fries.

to that'S
CogOU

an'94. idea."-

burgers
and
5)) Other
schools have made a successful transition to Mexican food as the main item.
Ann-Marie went on to explain that
there has not been much feedback, because no one fills out the comment cards.
She also said that this new cuisine will
remain for the semester, and the range of
Mexican entree's is ever expanding.
Ithen went to the streets to find out
eaters opinions and this is what I found.
Do you think that the new Mexican dining is a good idea?
Yes: 40% No: 20% Indifferent:
40%
Have you eaten any of the Mexican food?
Yes: 15% No: 85%
Do you eat specials at the Cave?
Yes: 77% No:'23%.'

MHO

43% Indifferent:29%

have it. A few people
there
you
wanted to pass on certainAnd
words
of wisdom to all those who enjoy the cave.
"If the Mexican food was vegetarian, then I would eat it."-Anonymous
Carnivore
"Dos Equis should be served with
the tacos."-Brent O'Leary
"I never met a taco that I liked."Mike Williams
"Tuna taco. Now that's an idea."Milo Cogan
"I like the little flags."-Laura
Orriols
"I want a salad bar."-Anonymous
woman
"I've had enough Mexico, give me
China!"-Martha Smalley
"Love that Joker."-Sean Young

WhyBeanRA?
Here's your chance to ask one!!

Wednesday

Memebers of the Residential life
Staff will be available to answer
questions and meet those
interested
light Refreshments will be served.
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Ohhh Mickey You're SoFine~
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
the plastic-explosive boxer shorts we
Features Editor
'
*~ were wearing. Finally, our turn came so
I walked through the gate. Beep! The
I'm a lucky guy, or so I thought I older woman at the gate (who looked
was before I was given that full body- like hell to be quite honest) asked me to
cavity search. Wait a second, I'm jump- remove any metal objects I had on me. So
ing the gun a tad. There is a little bit of I handed her my keys, my belt and my
explaining to do before I jump into my Captain Crunch "Secret Service Decoder
tale. During Winter Break, two high Ring" and tried again. Beep! Now I was
school buddies and I made a pilgrimage starting to laugh. What the heck was
to DisneyWorld. We had a most amazing setting this thing off? The situation betime, even though mentally, I'll never be
the same.
We arrived at New York's world
famous LaGuardia Airport at 6:15 A.M.
Why, do you ask, did we arrive so early?
Was it because: A), we wanted to be first
on line for the "Pirates of the Caribbean"
ride; B), we hoped to arrive at the airport
early enough to give the Hari Krishnas a
hand preaching love; or C), it was the
dirt-cheapest flight we could find, other
than flying with some Purdue chicken?
Since I fear life poultry, we opted for the
early4>ird special.
Before one can enter the gate, a
little ritual is performed to make sure
one is wormy enough to gain entrance to
their flight. This ritual includes being
nuked by enough XrRays to make an
elephant go sterile. Its intent is to insure
that no one will coerce the pilot into
making any unexpected stops in Iraq (or came so comical that one of my friends
in my case, Italy). Well, as you may have joked, "Hey Chris, just give her your gun
inferred, I am referring to the security so we can get out of here."
screening that insures no weaponry enIn my life, I have often been acters the plane. As the three of us waited cused of joking around too much or carour turn, we made the usual jokes about rying a joke too far. But even I knew that
checking our land-to-air missiles at the his comment was not the best thing to
door or wondering if they would catch say at this particular juncture in time. I

suspected this because the older woman
took out her gun and told me, "Put your
little buns against that wall." Since I did
notwishtomakeGun-Ladyangry,Itook
my little buns to that wall as quickly as
they would move.
Remember when Ihad commented
before that the woman looked haggard
and annoyed at working so early in the
morning. The woman looked nothing
like that now. Rather, she looked like a

another story but I can tell you that a strip
search is not all that it is cracked up to be.
With that debacle behind us, we
finally reached Mecca. Bright and early
the next day, we set out for MGM Studios. Let me tell you, Ihad a ball. Well, I
had aball until my friend tripped Mickey
Mouse and the poor rodent fell on his
tail. It was an accident... he was sitting
down and the Mouse came over to him
with the intentofshakinghis hand. When
Mickey bent over, he slipped on the curb
andfell. My buddyapologized profusely
but the mob of bloodthirsty five-yearolds did not seem to grasp the idea of an
accident. These little tigers had been
brain-washed by Disney's penchant for
labeling people as either good or bad.
Thus, anyone that puts Mickey on his
mouse rear is the equivalent of Captain
Hook. Speaking from the Captain Hook
perspective, it slinks having billions of
little tykes attempting to remove your
friend's kidneys with a Peter Pan imitation sword. Thank God Mickey is altruistic and called the- brats off after they
completed the tar and feathering.
There are other events I could tell
you, such as the time when the taxi driver
toldushewasDumboandcouldflyusto
wherever we wanted. But, in the interest
of humanity,I will cease to entertainyou.
Onelastobservationlwishtomakeisthe
amazing inner-strength of the workers at
"IfsaSmaUWorld."Justlisteningtothat
song for the duration of the ride made me
want to take an ax to those little, singing
puppets. Those workers must have
thoughts of homicide dancing in their
heads all day long.

world-champion carver ( I was the
Thanksgiving Day turkey).
"He has a gun, boy?" she asked my
friend with a sneer. When my friend
remained silent (probably due to shock),
she informed the security guard to check
our bags, our pockets, our clothes. She
even wanted to check our...well, that's
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Conversations, Comtemplations. And The Cold Tanuary Weather At Trinity...

Small Talk Along The Long Walk
BYJOELaPLUME
Features Writer

When a Trinity student thinks of
where one can enjoy stimulating conversation, he or she usually thinks of two
places very familiar to us all. The first
and most obvious place is the dorm room
at, say, about 2:00 A.M. These early morningdialoguesrangefromthephilosophical topittingCampusPizza vs. Domino's.
Conversely, if one must push mental
capacities to their limits, then he or she
can engage in thought-provoking conversation at any Psi-U late night. " What...
Huh... Oh yeah, the Beast does taste better after afew." The latter has turned this
author into quite aconversationalist. But
if you are one of the few people who are
in search of conversation for the mind,
soul, and funny bone, you need only
take a stroll down the aesthetically pleasing Long Walk to take part in, or just
listen to, a variety of discussions.
The Long Walk is a place where
people reveal secrets and discuss what
crazy things they did last weekend. Realizing this, I decided to take a seat on
one of the hard, wooden benches along
the walk and enjoy bits and pieces of
people's discussions one afternoon. As
soon as I sat down across from Seabury
29,1 could distinctly hear two gentlemen
in the heat of discussion down by Jarvis.
As they approached I was able to determine mat they were arguing about opposing political views.
"...how can you say let it rot? As
students, we must integrate ourselves
with the surrounding neighborhood in
order"to help it." The other gentleman
responded by saying, "The community
just sits there and eats up federal and
state •money." By the time they were in
front of me they began to yell and I

thought that a call to security would be
necessary. As the two reached the arch,
they parted, determined to reach their
destinations seperately.
The next conversation I caught ear
of was between a group of women. They
seemed to be telling each other what they
liked best about their own boyfriends.
One raved about how her boyfriend insists on cooking for her arid another told
of how "her man" sends her flowers
every week. I thought that this was quite
amusingbutlwaswaitingfor something
of interest to be discussed. At that moment, one of the other women began to
say, "I love it when I go home after not
seeing Tom for a while. The first thing
he does is -" She stopped in the middle
of her story when one of her friends
noticed that I was listening.
"Look at that man staring at us,"
one of them said as she pointed toward
me. I took this an appropriate time to
leave and I began to gather my things.
While getting to ready to head back to
the luxurious North Campus I heard two
studious people passing by me discussing their work for the evening.
"I have a Calculus exam tomorrow
and a Poly-Sci paper due tomorrow. I'll
never have time to get it donc.dude, up
for some Tecmo-Bowl?"
On that thought I decided that it
was time to retreat back to my dorm. I
determined that this enjoyable excursion
was not made for a January afternoon
when I tried to defrost my hands back at
North Campus (which is not an easy
task). I know that you are all anxious to
run down to the Long Walk and experience this plethora of conversation for
yourselves. But however tempting this
journey may be, I strongly recommend
waiting until the spring.

f

Scorlione: Election 92 Update
: Vinnie Scorlione, an independent
presidential candidate in the upcoming
'92 election, has been rocked by allegations that he had an affair with a grapepicker from Bari, Italy. Scorlione maintains his innocence, saying, "Are you
&*A%& nuts. I love my %$T& wife.
Why the #$%*& would I fool around
with a grape-picker? Get the %$#*& out
of my face!"
The grape-picker, identified as one
Rose Marie Caprafaciadici, claims the
construction company mogul often paid

her visits when he was in Italy. (Translated) "That son-of-a [gun]. He treated
me like gold now to only treat me like
crap. I cooked the nice sausage with the
spicy saucy for that bum. Not only do I
wish that he fails worse than Mondale in
the election. I hope he gets scurvy.
Although a definite concern to his
campaign, Scorlione will continue his
trans-America tour with the hopes of
riding out this storm. "All I know is that
I want to be the President of the United
States," laments a dejected Scorlione.

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

Hair von \i<iitecl tlir Gallows Hill llookstiiii- lafi-h.-1
Kcad all about it in d future J-t-dtiiics Ktorv
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All I Ever Needed to Know I
Learned From The Brady Bunch
BY CLIFF FULLER
Features Editor

I've read recently that President
Tom Gerety, opting for a change of scenery, is packing up the plantation. This
may or may not have been a hypocritical
move (though the damn place badly
needed a paint job and that would have
been all the motivation I would have
required as an excuse to leave), but this is
not the subject of my article. Neither is
the fact that Tom's house was home to
the only outdoorbasketballhoop on campus, and now that he's taking his ball and
going home, he's leaving his backboard
behind (I don't believe'anyone in Admissions can go to their left too well, or even
slam-dunk to save their lives). What I am
going to point out is that, well, we didn't
even.give the ole' College Try in keeping
himherer There are several suggestions
which suggest themselves, and none of
them entail a van, a candybar, and Tom's
children/ Instead, they are wholesome
tactics inspired by a man named Brady
(with three boys of his own) and a lovely
lady (who was bringing up three very
lovely girls).
For starters, there's that episode
where Alice no longer feels as though
she is useful, informing the 'Bunch that
she is going to leave the suburban Brady
bungalow. The family, sensing her feelings of inadequacy, execute "Operation
Alice(-or something-like-that)," in which
they make her feel wanted before she
departs. An escaped doghere, an "Alice,
where the hell's my tie" there, and the
housekeeper, realizing how much of a
godsend she is to this dysfunctional family, decides to stay!
Well, what are you waiting for?
Seek out Tom and make him feel wanted
again! Have him proofread your thesis,
or join your intramural sports team, or
tell him, the day he is scheduled to move,
that your dog has gotten loose, or that
you need a ride to the Boy Scouts' meeting, or that your tux is dirty and you
don't know how to work the washer. .
Another surefire Brady convention
is to find out the location of each house
that Tom is looking to purchase. Before
he tours each and every one, pull the
UFO gambit that the boys (Barry Williams as Greg, Christopher Knight as

Peter, and Mike Lookinland as Bobby)
perform so well with the whistle, the
reflective sheet, and the flashlightin their
attic. Perhaps Tom will be spooked into
staying. Or, fashion a Tiki doll similar to
the one which Bobby found in Hawaii,
and hang it over the doorway like a
mistletoe at each open house. Thinking
the houses are cursed, Tom will have no
choice but to stay. If he does indeed buy
ahouse,discoverits whereabouts. Sneak
in one night, place a skull with glowing
red eyes in the fridge, hang rubber spiders from the ceiling, and sprinkle itching powder in all the beds, like the boys
did to ruin the girls' (Maureen
McCormick as Marcia, Eve Plumb as Jan,
and Susan Olsen as Cindy) mondo-slumber party.
Another ploy would be to secretly
inject Tom with some sort of rash-inducing solution, so that when he left, he
would develop violent reactions, andattribute them to being allergic to Hartford, much like Jan thinks that she is
allergic to Tiger (the dog), when in reality it is only the flea powder. His only
viable option would be to remain in the Iwish-someone-would-paint-me-White
House.
A final, desperate option would be
the tried and true House of Cards. Challenge Tom and his family to a contest.
The victor, instead of getting all those
Green Stamps (like Marcia, Jan, and
Cindy did, getting a television instead of
the sewing machine they wanted), would
determine whether or not Tom stays or
leaves.
Just a few ideas to get you started.
There's a world of inspiration out there I mean, this incomplete account has neglected to mention the Grand Canyon
trick, the Johnny Bravo routine, Mr.
Brady's plans, and a host of celebrities
(perhaps bring Don Drysdale, Joe
Namath, and Davy Jones can be coaxed
to Trinity for Spring Weekend?). And
there's always Sam the Butcher. Sam the
Butcher would know what to do in times
of trouble. Of course, if you don't find
that The Brady Bunch is a suitable strategy to prevent Tom's exodus, then you
can try a host of other cheesy shows. I'm
sure Gilligan and the Professor have a
few aces up their sleeves. And the Love
Boat's always one hell of an alternative.

Friday February 7th
Come Voice Your Opinion On

The Future of Fraternities and
Sororities
as well as

The Honor Code
Vote outside of Mather near the Student life Resource
Center on seven questions concerning the!Greeksand
two questions concerning a proposed honor code.Let
SGAknow how you feel!
Questions wiU be rwstedb
Mather as well as the day offhereferendurn.
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The Rebels OfA Cappella
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor

After dark, when everything is soil,
And the moon comes creeping o'er the
hill,
I'll be waiting patiently for you,
For I love you true,
Yes, indeed I do.
My honey, come along among the
everglades,
Watch the folks, see how they promenade,
You're my ever loving queen of all the
dusty maids,
For you're my moonlight Lou.
What do you get when you
combine 10 vivacious guys, a guitar
player, and the above lyrics? Well ifs
After Dark, of course, Trinity's only all
male, student run, a cappella singing
group.
After Dark began in 1981 with a
group of six men who stood in a semicircle and sang strictly classical
barbershop tunes. What was once six
men in tuxedos is now 10 energetic
singers in jeans and jackets, delighting
audiences with hysterical skits and a
wide variety of musical numbers
ranging from Crosby, Stills, and Nash
to Guns 'n Roses, from rap songs to
those old barbershop classics.
"We sing songs that people want
to hear," says Alex Dolan '93 the
group's musical director for the past 2
years. "We want the audience to love
the songs we sing."
But singing and musical proficiency isn't the only thing that makes the
group tick. "We toy to b« funny and fun.
Sometimes we perform more for the humor value," notes Dolan. "We could
totally crack a song but, it would be
alright if it was funny."
"We don't follow rules," remarks Adam Murphy '94 , a two year
veteran of the group. "Even though we
try to be as harmonious as we are funny,
it doesn't always work. We could be
better than we are., . but we're happy
doing what we do."
Nonetheless, After Dark certainly
has a great reputation as a musical group
that is catching up with them quickly.
They were recently invited to perform at
Washington University in St. Louis by an
a cappella group there called The Pikers.
After Dark's trip is being completely paid

The members of After Dark as they rehearse for their upcoming "Eat Me in St. Louis Tour" are,
from left to right: Chris Oster, Adam Murphy, Courtney Little, John Prendergast, Pat Gingras,
Alex Dolan, Felix Browne, Ben Butler and John Mabry.

for by the host group. They will perform
6 numbers at The Pikers' jamboree over
Reading Week, The group has appropriately titled their upcoming trip as their
"Eat Me in St. Louis Tour."
:
The members of After Dark seem
to agree on one thing that makes their
group distinct Energy. Sophomore John
Prendergast, who has been with the
group for two years and is the business
manager, describes this energy as "offcolor." "We thrive on being creative and
off-beat."
The group rehearses for 1 hour
three or four times a week. Practice
sessions are often more casual than
productive. "It's a great study break," says
Prendergast, "For an hour I can sing and
do w acky stuff that I wouldn't do during
the rest of the day." Murphy also notes
how "it's a great way to sing without
having to devote you're life to it. Even
when we're serious it's still fun."
Being the leader of a completely
student run organization is not without
its difficulties. In After Dark's case, stu-

dent leadership means being the group's
musical leader and being responsible for
teaching many of the songs. This is often
frustrating for Dolan., "Music needs to
fit into the equation somewhere... thafs
what we're here to do." And they certainly are doing it well.
After Dark's trip to St. Louis isn't
the only big event in the works. Not only
will they be coming out with their first
album in the spring, but also, together
with the Trinitones, the group will be

SUZANNE FAUENDER

performing in the Underground on February 25th at 9 pm. The concert will be
broadcast live on Trinity's radio station,
WRTC.
At the end of a rehearsal, after
learning a1 new song and refining a few
others, after some raucous laughter and
many "Shut Up's," sophomore Pat
Gingras sighs and comments, "What is
After Dark? If s a way of life."
"Let's sing something . . . now
that's an idea!"

Virtuoso Koito Gives
Grand Organ Peif ormance

BY DANIEL SCANLAN
Managing Editor

On Sunday afternoon, the chapel
was the backdrop for an all-Bach concert
by one of Europe's premier organists,
Kei Koito. The concert featured six
works by the Baroque master of the organ.
While Trinity's Austin organ (op us
2356) was designed in the Neo-Classical
style, it proved itself a capable medium
for seventeenth cetury compositions.
Much of this maybe attributable to Miss
Koito's deftness in adapting many of the
modern stops on the organ towards the
successful embellishment of such pieces
as the famous Toccata and Fugue in D

minor (BWV 565).
Indeed, Miss Koito displayed a
polished proficiency in accentuating the
intricacies that characterise much of
Johann Sebastian Bach's work for organ.
It must also be noted that the performer's
daring use of full registration was nearly
always a success, especially in the Prelude and Triple Fugue in E flat Major
(BWV 552). •
Miss Koito seemed to be exploring
the full range of the organ, while at the
same time preserving the integrity and
mood of each selection.
Miss Koito was greeted with a
thunderous standing ovation which was
matched only by her virtuoso perfor- Kei Koito, organist of last Sunday's concert.
mance.

PHIUIP TRUCKENBM0
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Trinity And Real Art Ways Collaborate For New Art Exhibition...

StillLife OpensAt Widener Gallery
with its relation to 17th century social
institutions. Similarly, it is from this
approach of representation by which the
The latest installation at the exhibiting artists illustrate their meanWidener Gallery introduces a diverse ing of order in a contemporary context.
Melvin Edwards, one of the conexhibition unique to Trinity's evolving
tributing
artists, chooses to display meart scene. The Order of Things: Toward a
chanical
parts,
tools, and chains in the
Politic of Still Life gathers the works and
form
of
amalgamated
sculpture. These
ideas of nine contemporary artists, exassertive
objects
of
power
speak of the
perimenting through diverse media, tooppression
that
imbues
the
Africanward an understanding of the implicaAmerican
experience
as
he
sees
it. On
tions of the still life. The exhibition,
the
other
hand,
photographer
Mac
hostedbyboth Trinity andRealArtWays,
Adams
captures
common
objects
such
as
was curated by Susan M. Canning, an
BY ANNE WEEKS
Arts Writer

independent curator and art historian
based in New York, and organized by
Director of Studio Arts, Robert
Kirschbaum along With former Real Art
Ways curator Anne R. Pasternak. The
exhibition will run from January 31
through to February 29th simultaneously
at both Trinity and Real Art Ways with
an opening reception being held on
Thursday February 6th 1992 at bo th locations from 5-8 p.m.
The idea for the show was originated by Susan M. Canning and was
initiated with the help of Kirschbaum
and his suggestion to incorporate the
participation of Real Art Ways. Major
funding for the exhibition is provided by
the Trinity College James L. Goodwin
Endowment in the Fine Arts which has
made special shows such as this possible. As Kirschbaum stated, the show
stands as a sophisticated display of contemporary artists intermediate to that of
the Atheneum Matrix Gallery and the
progressive nature of Real Art Ways.
The exhibition includes photographs, paintings, and sculptures contigtious with ifiulti-media' works, The
artists, pulling from diverse contextual
sources, explore the meanings and implications of the still life. Participating
artists include; Mac Adams, Matthew
Blackwell, Melvin Edwards, Laura Fields,
VivienneKoorland, Christy Rupp, Laurie
Simmons, Jeanne Silverthorne, and Fred
Wilson.
As Susan M. Canning explains
in the exhibition catalog, the still life
found its origins in 17th century Dutch
society. It became an outlet in which
painters could quantify the order and
classification of middle class existence

household appliances in a manner of
symbolic status. These gleaming postmodern objects satirize the desirability
of the 1980's excess of mass consumption. However, at the same time, hidden
in the reflection of the appliance there
lies a scene of dark and violent activity.
Seemingly representative of middle class
comfort, these satirized objects indicate
the underlying deception of contemporary society.
Endowed with the creativity of
these rising artists, The Order of Things
produces a diverse and progressive out-

look on modern issues. Irio ugh the works
do not comply with our obvious notion
of the still life, they illustrate an innovative approach to conceptual order and
challenge their viewers synthesis of visual imagery in a societal context.
Fortunate as we are to the availability of an exhibit of this caliber, Trinity
and its community should not pass up
the opportunity to survey these works.
The Widener Gallery is open daily from
1-5 p.m and the Real Art Ways Gallery is
open Monday - Friday 10-5 p.m. and
Saturday 12-5 p.m. Admission is free.

Cusano Does Trinity Proud
One Of Five Connecticut Student Poets
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor

dally because it exposes high school
students to contemporary poets who
write about social
Issues.
A recent article about Cusano
in the Hartford Courant,
quotes
Angelina as saying
"I write about
peoplelrespectand
admire. Mostof my
fiction and writing
is aboutpeople who
are survivors . , .
people who overcome their ob,stacies,''< Cusano'
has published two
articles in Point of
View Mctgazim,vfon
first place in the
Trinity College English Department
Prize in Poetry in

Anyone who has ever written
anything, whether it be a poem, a work
of fiction, or even a paper for a class,
dreams that the energy and emotion
which they have expended in creating
that work—a representation of their
hopes and fears, happiness and anger,
pleasure and pain—will be recognized
and appreciated through that work.
Angelina S. Cusano, a Trinity College
senior,had thatdreamcome true when
she was selected as one of five 1992
Connecticut Student Poets in a statewide competition which started out
with a total of sixteen nominees. This
was no, small feat. Nonetheless, when
asked how she felt about being named,,
a CT Student Poet she responded with
"Lucky."
Angelina graduated in 1988 from
South Catholic High School in Hartford. While in high school, she was
chosen to attend Trinity College's poetry workshops for city high school
SUZANNErAUENDOt
students. As a participant in this pro- 1991,anddisplayed Angelina S. Cusano, GT Student Poet
gram, Cusano had the opportunity to her artwork in a stuwork with nationally-recognized po- dentexhibitionatTrinity. AsaConnecti- the state during the spring semester.
ets Wendell Berry and Sharon Olds. cut Student Poet, Angelina will be read- . Trinity College was graced with such
According to Cusano, the poet-in-resi- .. ing her poetry, as will the other four readings this past Thursday, January
dence program is "wonderful," espe- student poets, at nine colleges around 3oth.
:
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'Podtale is meant to be a continuing story in which Trinity students contribute approximately
four-hundred word episodes each week. Contributions should be submitted to Box 1469 or the
Arts envelope outside the Tripod office. We will publish entries anonymously, although we
would encourage you to include your name and box number. Deadline is every Friday by 11 pm.
By including this series, the Arts section hopes to encourage students to participate in the art of
creative writing. Go crazy! Have fun!

And a damn Unsettling smile it was. He decided it was time to try
the cellar. As he reached it, he turned and realized she hadn't followed
him from the car. She smiled again and waved, leaning against the
hood. He smiled back and reached to open the dirty hatch.
With the creak of the hatch came an odor the likes of which he'd
never before experienced. The closest thing he could come up with was
the smell of the steps leading down to the 42nd street station, in the
middle of July. His arm had found its way to his nose, and he followed
it down the cobweb-encrusted concrete steps.
Sure enough, the door to the inside wasn't locked and he pressed
onward. Fumbling for the light switch, he stepped on a small, soft
objectand knew the source of the smell. Once he had found the switch
and illuminated the single dusty bulb, he couldn't help but glance at
the remains of the field mouse. He saw in his mind's eye the dozens of
insects which had taken up temporary residence in the cadavernature's Roach Motel- although it was too dark for him to see clearly.
The dust made him cough. Years of city smog and pollution had
not prepared his lungs for the tortures of dust and pollen which held
sway over the New Hampshire air. Starting up the rickety stairs, he
wondered again why he'd come to this old-fashioned town. He
hesitated to even think of it as a town; everything was so spread out. It
was as if each house was a tiny nation unto itself. The seventh step

answered his thoughts with a long, deep creak which seemed to apprehensively welcome this tourist from the big city.
The door to the pantry had warped tight against its frame and
required a second effort to shove open. He stepped out and walked
through to the kitchen, noticing how narrow the doorway was. The
kitchen, too, was more cramped(cozy?) than those he was used to. Never
having been inside a grand old New England home, he had assumed the
interior rooms and hallswould match its exterior appearance in size. He
found the opposite to be true, although there was no shortage of rooms
in this dark historical labyrinth.
Everything- the furniture, the art, the carpets- seemed to come
straight from a museum. Todd decided that his grandparents would feel
right at home in this house which seemed to long for younger, more
colorful days.
The sudden sound of rain tapping the shingles over his head
reminded him that Rebecca would probably like to be let in. Momentarily forgetting the nostalgia(someone else's, he thought) around him,
he hurried to find the front door, He turned the deadbolt and flung open
the door, expecting to see the slightly damper but still smiling Rebecca
huddled on the front stoop beneath the awning.
But the porch was as empty as the site where the car had been
parked.
.
. .
- By Aaron Silverman
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North And South Returns: Amanda And
1
Mindy Review Some of Winter s Best Flicks
BY AMANDA KAUFFftMINDY COLE comes the love affair that emerges be- Kennedys.
bad press. That was most likely caused
Arts Writers
byits constant comparison with the origitween Tom and his sister's psychiatrist,
nal starring Elizabeth Taylor (a.k.a. DiaSusan Lowenstein (Streisand).. I highly
Amanda:
To turn a successful book into an recommend Prince of Tides. The views of
Another winner of the holiday sea- monds!!). To be honest, I skipped the
equally successful movie is a challenge. both the low country in South Carolina son was Father of the Bride. I adored this original. The remake is great and well
One, I might add, that has rarely been and the skyline of Manhattan are stun- movie. Advertised as "a comedy about worth the trip. If you need a break from
met. As an admirer of Pat Conroy's ning. The acting is surprisingly good letting go," Father oftheBride isatimeless the the real world, see this movie.
novel, I approached Prince of Tides with and the viewer can really feel the charac- story about marriage (and all that comes
extreme caution and walked away com- ters'emotions. Furthermore, any Barbra with that word!) that can enchant even
Mindy:
pletely moved. It is definitely a success. Streisand fans will feel fulfilled between themostsingleperson. If you liked Steve
I also thoroughly enjoyed The FaConroy's story exploded into national her acting, her directing, her singing, MaxOninParenthood, you'll feel the same ther of the Bride. I was raised on black and
acclaim as an extremely controversial and yes, even her son!
about him as the father of the bride. The white movies, so I have had the opportuspecimen of southern literature. Barbra
mother of the bride, Diane Keaton, who nity to see the original. Personally, I enStreisand should give her self a pat on
happens to be one of my favorites, does joyed the Spencer Tracy version a little
Mindy:
the back. As the director and starring
When I left The Prince ofTides, I felt what she is so good at - lighting up the better. In the original the fiancee's name
actress, Streisand proves herself to be more emotionally drained than I have screen with a smile!
was Buckley Dunston; how can any mo dthoroughly capable. The movie follows since George Bush's Inauguration. If
Kimberly Williams, Hollywood's ern day filmmaker compete with a name
almost word for word from the novel you do not enjoy movies dealing with latest new-comer/ college drop-out, al- like that? Martin admirably performs
thanks to ascreenplay writtenby Conroy attempted suicide, family secrets, de- though seeming a little too young to be a Tracy's role. I did not like Williams. Her
himself. I am not a fan of Nick Nolte but stroyed marriages, and rampant affairs, twenty-two year old aspiring architect, performance, in my eyes, left a lot to be
with Streisand, he has an equally strong then this movie is not for you. However is lovable and fun as Annie Banks. Actu- desired. The film, on a whole, is wonderperformance. BlytheDanner follows suit if you do, you should possibly consider ally, the entire movie is simply fun! ful especially if you are in the mood for
as an overly competent supporting ac- seeking professional help. Regardless, Martin Short is hysterical as the much an escape and a few laughs.
tress. Princeof Tides is the story of a small The Prince ofTides is an incredible work. needed wedding coordinator, Frank.
The one other film that I saw but
time southern gentlemen, Tom Wingo I have not read Conroy's novel so I will There are just so many good one-liners in
Amanda did not see is Beauty and the
(Nolte), and the intricate past of the accept Amanda's assessment. I whole- this movie that make it a relaxing and
Beast. Without a doubt, this one is the
Wingo family. The movie concentrates heartedly agree with her thoughts on thoroughly entertaining flick. Cindy
best of the holiday films. See it if you can
more on Tom's time spent in New York Striesand and Nolte's stellar perfor- Williams of Laverne & Shirley is the proor rent it on video. It is one that cannot be
City, saving his sister Savannah, than mances. I would recommend this movie ducer which may be a source of humor.
missed. Well, catch a movie and give us
onhis life backin South Carolina with his in a second, if only for the accents. Just Interestingly, this movie got quite a lot of
a call if you see any good ones.
wife Sally (Danner) and their three remember, there are some normal Southdaughters. The crux of the movie be- ern families out there, and ya'll have the

HARTFORD ARTS

Rainbow Sound Series Begins:
Lucille Clifton Fkst Of Four
College and American University in
Washington, IX. Her other teaching
experiences include Jenny Moore Visit"Lucille Clifton celebrates for all ing Lecturer at George Washington Uniof us her roots, her race, her versity and Woodrow Wilson Visiting
quintessentially female, fierce, caring, Scholar at Trinity College, Fisk Univercreative selfhood." So writes Maxine sity, College of St. Catherine and many
Kumin of her fellow artist, African- others. At present, Ms. Clifton is a memAmerican writer Lucille Clifton. Satur- ber of the English Department and Poet
day, February 1st, Ms. Clifton gave a in Residence at St. Mary's College, St.
reading of her work in the Austin Arts Mary City, MD.
Center's Goodwin Theatre. In
addition to poetry and fiction,
CUftonisalso aprolificchildren's
author. As such, her work includes contributions to Free to
Be You and Me. both the book
and the television show, for
which she won an Emmy in 1974.
In addition, she contributed the
ever famous and fun Vegetable
Soup. Clifton is also the recipient of three Pulitzer Prize nominations, as well as rave reviews
for her book titled Next: New
Poems and Good Women: Poems and a Memoir. ',';
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor

Liz Rosenberg ofTheNew
York Times BookReview writes,
"Her concerns are both earthbound and mystical, and what
may appear stylistically simple
is, upon closer examination, an
effort to free the true voice clear
and plain . . . . Ms. Clifton's
poetry is big enough to
accomodate sorrow and madness and yet her vision emerges
as overwhelmingly joyous and
calm." Clifton herself says about
UYUMUOT
art, "Poetry doesn't just come Lucille Clifton, author of
from the mind. Art is not just a Next New Poems and Good
thing of the intellect, but of the Women: Poem* and a Memoir,
spirit. Ifs a balancing act. If&athingof
Lucille Clifton's reading of Februwonder to me."
ary 1st is the first in Trinity College's
Ms. Clifton's many awards and annual "Rainbow Sound: Women Read
honors include the University of Massa- at Trinity College. This series will feachusetts Press' Juniper Award for po- ture three other noted American writers:
etry, creative writing fellowships from Joy Harjo, Margaret Randall and
the National Endowment for the Arts, Adrienne Rich. Book signings and reand Poet Laureate of Maryland. She has ceptions will follow each of the readings.
taughtatCoppin State College, Goucher Admission is free.

The Bushnell
Saturday, February 8th— Six great comedy talents come together for one
incredible night. Saturday Nite Comedy- Direct from Showtime at the Apollo.
With special guest star David Alan Grier.
February 11-16—Broadway Series presents Kiss Me, Kate. Tickets $9$34.50.
For more information, call 246-6807.
Hartford Stage Company
Through February 8th— Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Tickets $24-$32.
Student half-price rates available. For showtimes, call 527-5151.
Theaterworks
Through February 9th— David Mamet's American Buffalo at Bronson and
Hutensky Theatre in Hartford. Student rates are available.
For more information, call 527-7838
Wadsworth Atheneum
February 9- April 19th~ MATRIX 117/ Cheri Samba. An internationally
acclaimed artist whose work is deeply rooted in contemporary Zairian culture.
For more information, call 278-2670
Jorgenson Auditorium at UCONN
Tuesday February 11th— Driving Miss Daisy, 8pm. The funny and
touching story about the friendship that develops between an aged Southern
lady and her wise but humble black chaffeur.
For more information, call 486-4226

•

.

•

.

•

™

Trinity Arts Scene
Exhibitions:
January 31-February 29— "The Order of Things: Toward a Politic of Still
Life," paintings, photographs and sculptures juxtaposed with multi-media works
which reflect the critical and socio-political issues of the day. Co-presented by the
Austin Arts Center and Real Art Ways. Free admission. On display at the Austin
Arts Center's Widener Gallery, 1-5 pm daily.
For more information, call 297-2199.
Through February 6— Works From the Class of Robert Kirschbaum,
Mather Art Space.
Film:
February 4th and 6th— Contemporary African-American Film Makers
Presents Short Films: Hairpiece..., Illusions, andTongues Untied. 7pmatSeabury
9-17.
February 5th and 7th— Contemporary African American Film Makers:
Present: Chameleon Streeet. At 7 pm in McCook Auditorium on the 5th and in
Seabury 9-17 on the 7th.
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First Restaurant Review Explores World Of Tapanese Cuisine...

Searching For A Sushi Adventure?

you
can sit at the sushi bar and watch the
vou!:an
chef prepare your meal right in front of
your eyes. You can order meals of
The word sushi might bring to chicken, beef or fish teriyaki, many difmind images of chunks of raw fish crawl- ferent cooked fish dishes, as well as
ing with little parasites that only ex- tempura, which is vegetables or fish
tremely health conscious people consume dipped in light batter and deep fried in
(or Californians or New Yorkers) for rea- vegetable oil. If you care to order sushi,
sons unknown to the rest of the human and you are not sitting at the bar, once
race. This is not always true. I eat sushi requested, the waitress will give you a
regularly, and the only case of parasites sushi order form which she will then
from fish that I've heard of was a fisher- give to the chef. There are two kinds of
man in Minnesota who ate live minnows sushi, not including sashimi which is
- quite different than the ordinary sushi sliced fish served with daikon (shredded
connoisseur.
white radish). One form is the sushi,
I first tasted sushi when I was where the fish is placed on a ball of
fifteen, under the guidance of my sushi- slightly seasoned rice. These sushi can
loving mother. Since then, I've been also be prepared with egg, or shellfish.
addicted. Sushi bars are rather easy to The other form that sushi takes is rolls.
find in my home state of California, but I Here, the chef takes a sheet of seaweed,
wasn't aware of a sushi bar near campus. and smoothes rice out on it. He then can
One day this fall, I was riding the bus to layer cucumber to create a kappamaki,
the mall when I saw "Fuji - Japanese fresh raw tunafor the tekamaki, or cooked
Restaurant and Sushi Bar", located at crab, avocado and cucumber for the Cali1144 New Britain Avenue. Itookthe first fornia roll. The chef then rolls up the
possible chance I had to go there and see entire item and cuts it into six to eight
pieces so it looks like a Cave burrito, or
how it rated.
rather a Japanese burrito. The chef will
There are two places to eat your
prepare the sushi and then arrange it on
meal in sushi bars. You can either eat at
a platter. If several members of the same
the more standard tables and booths, or

m ^ n ™ n nINGERSOLL
,,^n,m,
JENNIFER
Metro-Hartford Writer

table
table have
have ordered
ordered sushi,
sushi, he
he will
will place
place it
it
on the same place, and leave it up to the
diners to remember who ordered which
kind. Sushi is served with gari (pickled
ginger) used to dean the palate between
sushi. The sushi chef will also put a small
pinch of wasabi on the corner of your
plate. Mostpeopleputalittlebitintheir
soy sauce, which is used to flavor the
fish. This is an extremely pungent green
horseradish and I prefer to stay away
from it.
For a first course, I chose miso
soup. This is made with fermented soybean paste, usually with added tofu and
seaweed. I then ordered fresh salmon
(sake), fresh tuna (maguro) and fresh
yellowtail (hamachi) sushi. I prefer the
taste of these because the fresh fish seems
to melt on your mouth, and you forget
that you are actually eating raw fish. I
also ordered a California roll, which is
my favorite sushi roll.
"Fuji" is a very good sushi bar.
It was rather busy for a weekday afternoon, but that is a good sign. The service
was excellent, the fish fresh, and the soup
very hot. Since it is busy, fish is always
going "but of the place, and therefore
customers can see that it is popular with

You can
can get
get there
there on
on the
others as well. You
Q bus and get off where the CVS and
CNB meet (the restaurant is one block
further down the road in the direction of
the mall). Next time you want to treat
yourself, go out to sushi. If you aren't
sure you want to eat sushi right away,
order a chicken teriyaki which costs ten
dollars on the lunch menu. This usually
comes with a small salad and vegetables,
with chicken cooked with ahoney teriyaki
sauce. If you feel adventurous, try some
sushi and before long, you will be ordering like a pro. Unfortunately, sushi is not
amealthatlcanafford to eatevery week,
or for that matter, every few weeks. Each
order of sushi (which has two pieces)
ranges in price from two to three dollars.
A sushi roll costs a little more than the
sushi, but it is more filling. My entire
meal, including tip, cost twenty four dollars. There are more inexpensive lunch
and dinner meals but if you choose to eat
sushi, be prepared to pay. Itadakimasu
(bon appetit)!
with parents: 5 (because they'll
with friends: 4 (because you pay)
adventurous: 5+ (but only if you
decide to eat squid or octopus!)

CPTV Brings Culture And Education To The Airwaves
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Metro-Hartford Editor
"...to produce and broadcast high
quality, educational programmes to enrich the lives of the people of Connecticut." The quote can almost be called a
mission satement for one of the naton's
most successful television stations: CPB
or> to give it its full title, Connecticut
Public Broadcasting. Begun in 1958 by a
group of citizens and organized on a
non-profit basis, at first it was called
Connecticut Educational Television
Corporation. Several years later, on October 1,1962, WEDH channel 24 marked
it's inaugural broeadcast from the (believe or not!) basement of the Trinity
College Library in Hartford with a staff
of >eleven, one videotape machine and a
tofal operating budget of less than
$ 190,000 (Connecticut Public Radio bean
broadcasting on WPKT 90.5 FM and
WNPR 89.1 FM in 1978). A statewide
community-supported telecommunications network, Connecticut Public broad-

casting, Inc.(CPB) includes two Public ronment, state government and politics gest of the world's news stories, as well
Radio stations and five public television thus not only makixig it a source of infor- as NOVA which provides us with news
channels. Production studios for both mation but also making these issues the about scientific innovation and Nature
'.. which, under host George Page, has exConnecticutPublicRadio(CPR) and Con- peoples' business.
CPTV
has
been
the
place
for
many
celled in presenting beauty, adventure
necticut Public Television are located in
and excitement of wildHartford (with addilife. CPTV also presents
tional television facilities
highly acclaimed proin Stamford and a radio
grams such as National
station in New Haven.Of
Geographic Specials and
the
.approximate
Co n n e c t i c u t
1,900,000 television
JVewsweek,
a weekly.
house holds in the comupdate of the state's top
munities served by CPB,
stories with ace anchorsome 500,000 are reguman
Bob Douglas and
lar CPB viewers. Of
special insights by Mary
these, 55,403 were conOllie as well as witty intributing members in
sights
with Bob
1987-88. Total memberEnglehart. Also preship has increased 5%
sented are programs on
since 1985.
The Frugal Gourmet Jeff Smith celebrates the recipies brought to this cultural affairs in
Not only does country by our immigrant ancestors in "The Frougal Gourmet On Our Artsweek hosted by
CPTV provide viewers Immigrant Ancestors," a current series on public television.
award winning Nancy
with special programming of the educational kind but also "firsts "to take place in the media (public Savin,which is in fact the only statewide
offers extensive coverage of issues con- television) industry-such as being the program that focuses on Connecticut's
cerning health, the homeless, the envi- first to air a "How To"show which was flourishing arts scene and a program of
Julia Child's The French Chef. The station specific subjects such as The Secret
was one of the primary places for the Government,God and Politics and In Search
airing of Sesame Street and the classic of the Constitution presented by veteran
children's tale The Velveteen Rabbit (nar- journalist Bill Moyers.
ratedby Meryl Streep). It was also where
To keep members informed CPTV
the first episode of American Playhouse distributes a bi-monthly newsletter,
< i i v of 3 t , and v\n.« selected from <i
was produced (in the Hartford studio). "Applause"and the CPTV program guide
I )nl OI iJCJlisillOulb
CPTV's fame also rests inprograms "What's Qn!"is included in Connecticut
such as the McNeil/LehrerNewshour whichmagazine.
And Itowns:Violence inHarthas consistently provided the most
CPTV is indeed a "Vital force in
1 <>ij a KM whotils seems to be on a
thoughtful and most respected daily di- Connecticut / '
1
ur. n.iitii rim. , lour incident"; in which

Haft <: fold f:-:i Brief...
<' I Vt WISH
Hookers a( 1 f. lit) i\ ARirttnn.1
i iHL'anlscriesntiUi'i 1 s n.drii^ahii"
IM the jreahas ia s J i u d ,i sti: U>th
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A Note From The Editor:..
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Metro-Hartford Editor

. ' '

I do not know about you, but I like adventures and challanges and it was in that
frame of mind that I purchased a Visitors Guide To Hartford. You see I am one of those
people who can ,well
and I do not mean to be boring, get lost in their own
backyard. The point of my small yarn is that I have decided to explore Hartford to
the fullest. So from next week instead of endless visits to the Westfarms Mall I am
going to get lost (literally!) in the city of Hartford. I am boldly going to go where no
man or at least most Trinity students have not gone before (or at least where 75
cents, a bus and my guide will take me). Whatever I discover or ,...db not will be
presented in this section. For this week in addition to Hartford In Brief will debut two
new items, Beyond the Long Walk and Resteraunt Review. If you have any questions,
queries, or general comments concerning this section or any organization or monument in Hartford that you would like to know more about let me know because I am
here to help you discover the Heart in Hartford!
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Men's
Squash
Pulls
Out
Ice Hockey Finishes
dose
Victory
Against
Week With 0-2-1 Mark
Franklin and Marshall
'95, positioned in the slot, wrapped
home a good feed from Bruno
Kuryak and made the score 4-1. evening the contest 2-2, The 2-2
The goal was Snecinski's seventh score stood up through the remainof the season, highest on the team. ing 19 minutes of the third and
It was also the Bants' only tally of five minutes of overtime. This
the game, as Babson's top ranked was largely due to the play of Tuck
defense clamped down thereaf- between the pipes. He finished
ter. The Beavers added one more with 35 saves, many of high qualgoal for the 5-1 final,
ity, The Bantams'best chances to
The highlight of the week score came on breakaways.
was Trinity's 2-2 tie with Saint Snecinski and Yannetti both creAnselm on Saturday at ated breaks, but Yannetti was deKingswood. St. Anselm, another nied when he tried to shoot
ECAC East squad, controlled through the five hole and
much of the first period against Snecinski's effort went over the
the Bantams, outshooting Trinity goal. Coach Dunham was pleased
17-9 and gaining a 1-0 lead; Trin- with his team's effort in the 2-2
ity evened the contest at 1-1 late in final, Snecinski commented posithe second period. Right wing tively on the game, "We're playJon Oglebay '95 carried the puck ing better togethernow, andhopetoward the St. Anselm net from fully we'll get the offense going."
' TheBantams'nextopponent
the wing and released a rising
shot. The puck appeared to hit is Connecticut College at 7:45 in
center Joe Yannetti '95 and it car- New London on Friday night.
Conn is at the bottom of the ECAC
omed past netminder Jim Mill,
St. Anselm regained the East and should afford Trinity's
lead just 15 seconds into the third offense the chance to get back on
on Steve Puzyn's second goal of track. Trinity-Conn games are althe game. Trinity roared back to ways spirited and this one should,
tie 33 seconds later. Todd Carroll be no different.
continued from page 24

Women Need To Win
All Games This Week
continuedfrom page 21

Western tied the contest at 67, and
then Jen Hadfield '94hit two free throws
to take the lead back. Western missed
three shots in succession, yet managed to
get their own rebounds until they were
finally fouled. After the Western player
missed both foul shots, there was a battle
to get the rebound. 6'2" Sheree BroWn-

Western 71
ing came up with it, and hit a big shot to
tie it again with seventeen seconds to
play.
• Trinity called a timeout, and on the
ensuing inbounds pass, a Trinity player
was pushed from behind, forcing the ball
out of bounds. Although clearly a foul,
the Bantams did not receive the call they

Wesleyan 73
needed, robbing them of a chance to win
the game in regulation. With three seconds left, Western hit a tough shot from
about 8 feet, and that ended Trinity's
chances. Amy Chiodo led the Bants with
16points, and Jen Hadfield chipped in 13
of her own.
After such a disappointing loss,
the team hosted the Wesleyan Cardinals
in the squads' third meeting of the season. Splitting the previous two, the Bantams looked to gain the final edge. Itwas
not to be though, as Trinity came out flat
andseeminglydisinterestedinthegame.
Led by Patty Portilla and Laura Lavery,
Wesleyanracedofftoal6-41ead. Trinity
scrapped, and eventually knotted the

score up athalftime thanks to a couple of
Kathy Moynagh three pointers and
strong play from Kate Armstrong '94.
With the score tied 37-37, the Bantams stayed with the visitors until late in
the game when their poor shooting and
Portilla did away with them, 73-62.
Moynagh finished with 12 points,
Armstrong had 11, and Lisa O'Connell
added 10 points in playing a gutsy floor
game against the pesky Cardinal press.
With a chance that the season could
be lost with another defeat, Trinity visited Conn College and won a big game,
70-59. The hosts, an extremely tall team
with 3 six footers in their lineup, rode the

hothahdof Elizabeth Lynch for 19 points
in the first half, Yet, Trinity started the
game with a 12-4 run, led by O'Connell,
who matched Lynch's every move with
some fine play herself, and the Bantams
held a 2 point lead at halftime.
The second half became a defensive clinic for the Bantams, as Amy
Chiodo shut down Lynch (with a little
help from her teammates) and pulled
away. Chiodo had a monster game, with
16 rebounds, 5 steals and 2 blocks. Her
aggressive play inspired the team, and
freshman bomber Barbara Toolan hit for
19 points, including 3 three pointers, as
the team turned their fortunes around.
From here on, the Bantams must
play flawless basketball, if they have any
designs on postseason play. Trinity must
not lose, as their 8-5 record is one that
doesn't necessarily stick out in anyone's
mind. They have the talent to put a
streak of this proportion together; all the
Bantams need is a little break here and
there and it will happen.

continued from page 21

the next day with victories against
Hamilton and Franklin and Marshall.
On Sunday the Bants finished off their
weekend with an 8-1 pasting of Vassar.
Saturday, the Bants were without their
number five player Chris O'Brien '93 one
of three players to win his match against
Navy, which forced Trinity to go into a
tough match without one of their most
experienced players. Instead of shying
away from the challenge, Trinity met it
head on. Franklin and Marshall, which
beat Trinity last year, did not go down
quietly, pushing the Bants to the brink
before being vanquished, 5-4. The match,
which one player described as one of the
best he'd ever been involved in, was
decided on the last point of an 18-17
match, in which Harrison Mullin '95 came
out on top. Mullin's win secured the
victory for Trinity. As Anz pointed out,
that single one point victory could assume increased magnitude in the Bants
quest for a high national ranking, because F&M is so well respected across
the country.

who won his match in five games, was
the star of the weekend for Trinity, as he
came up victorious in all four of his
matches. Felley now has nine wins on
the season, putting him among the team
leaders in that category. With clutch
wins coming from underclassmen this
team should have the poise to carry them
in future years.
Playing in the vacated number nine
spot, Dave Hetherington '94 filled in capably, splitting his matches, winning
against Hamilton and falling to his
Franklin and Marshall opponent.
On either side of the Franklin and
Marshall match, and after the loss to
Navy, were two easier matches against
Hamilton and Vassar. In these two competitions the Bants dropped but one
match, en route to 8-1 and 9-0 romps.
These two matches allowed some Trinity
players to pick up easy wins, and add to
their personal statistics. McCarthy,
O'Connell, Hopkins, Mullin and Christian Bullitt '95 all picked up three wins on
the weekend, while Chris Hart '93 posted
Other winners included Trinity's wins against Hamilton and Vassar.
two top players, Justin McCarthy '93 and
With Wesleyan, Williams, Brown
Ryan O'Connell '95. Coach Anz was and Amherst coming up in the next three
particularly pleased with O'Connell's weeks Trinity has a chance to finish the
victory, as he has often been a victim to season with twelve wins, and catapult
older, more experienced players. This themselves into the top five in the nation.
time O'Connell whipped his opponent They have already avenged two of the
in three straight games, as he played his defeats that they suffered last year
best match of the season. Also coming (against Dartmouth and Franklin and
up withabigwinwasnumberfourplayer Marshall) and when they take on the
Captain CamHopkins. Perhaps the most Ephs of Williams they will have a chance
crucial win,in the F&M match came from for more turnabout. The Bantams will be
Chris Felley '94, who played in the num-. playing at home on the fifth of February
ber eight spot. Due to O'Brien's absence for the first time in two weeks, and have
Felleyjumped up one spot on the ladder, three of their four remaining matches at
and handled the challenge well. Felley, Trinity.
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Women s Basketball Loses Heartbreakei;
Stumbles Against Wes, Recovers At Conn
Rocky Week Leaves PlayoffPossibilities Up In The Mr
BYMIKEGIARDI
Sports Writer
The Trinity College Women's Basketball team had a week filled with challenges and, unfortunately, some were
not fulfilled as the squad would have
liked. This crucial part of the schedule
began with a rematch versus Western
Connecticut. After losing an eight point
lead the first time around, the team looked
to rebound against the visitors at home.
In front of a decent crowd who
actually got into the game, the Bantams
came out ready to trade blows with Western. From the outset, it became clear that
it was going to take a major league effort
from Trinity to stay with the their opponents. Every possession was a struggle
for the Bantams, as they had to use all
their resources to produce any points.
As for the visitors, they proved to be just
as tough as advertised, using size,
strength and speed to give the Bantams
fits all game. Trinity hung right with
Western though, due to both patient play
and outstanding free throw shooting.
Late in the first half, trailing by only six,
Trinity became visibly tired and was
outscored 7-2 to end the half. At the
break the deficit was eleven, 33-22.
In the second half, the Bantams
were simply dominated by their opponent in the first five minutes, falling behindbyasmanyaseighteenpoints. Then,
junior point guard Kathy Moynagh
stepped to the forefront to ignite the Bantams. She sank a three point shot and
immediately followed that with a steal
off the inbounds for an easy two. From
there, Trinity closed the lead to three, 44-

Lisa O'Connell takes the ball up against Wesleyan on Thursday night. BJ. Toolan (20) and
Kate Armstrong (32) look to get the rebound. Trinity struggled in the game and was
defeated by the Cardinals 73-62. .
41, and the war began. It was as if the
teams challenged each other to the old
"anything you can do, I can do better"
line, trading baskets. With about five
minutes to play, Lisa O'Connell '93 hit a

tough drive to tie the score at 60. Western
proceeded to rip off six points of their
own, yet the Bantams did not go away,
scoring the next 7 points to take the lead
with 2 minutes to play. It was Amy

Chiodo's three point play thanks to a
tough inside move that gave the Bantams this edge.
please turn to page 20

Successful Weekend Spurs
•HdpesQf Top Eve Finish
Team Avenges Losses; Gets Big Wins
BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
Trinity's men's squash team had
four matches this past weekend, including two real tests of their national stature, and came away with three important wins. The victories put the men's
record at 8-4 for the 1991-92 season. The
eight wins assure the men of a winning

record for the season, and with four
matches left gives them a good chance at
reaching double digits in the win column. The total of eight eclipses last years
victory mark of seven.
The weekend started out with a
very difficult match against the Midshipmen of the U.S. Naval Academy. Navy,

Hinity
9
Hamilton 0
which is traditionally short on talent but
long on heart, came in with a team prepared to exact revenge for last year's
defeat at the hands of the Bants. And
exact revenge the Middies did, beating

the Bantams in a match played at Yale
University,6-3. Nearly all of the matches
were close, with four being pushed to a

decisive fifth game. It was here that the
Navy players' superior conditioning
came into play, as they took three of the
four contests. As Trinity coach John Anz
said "We had every opportunity to win
this one, it was a really close match, and
a difficult one to lose." Even though he
was upset at the loss, Anz drew some

consolation from the fact that the match
was such a well played and competitive
match. "Even though we lost, this match
was what college squash is all about,
intrigue, suspense, drama, confrontation
and intensity combined to make it worthwhile."
The defeat, which was Trinity's
fourth of the year, could have been a
serious setback for Trinity's high hopes
for the season, but they came right back
please turn to page 20
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Men Home, Looking To
bvTimRichman Continue Winning Ways

8LAMDUNK

Here's the situation: I'm not from the east coast. And I am a devoted
basketball fan, particularly the college kind. And all I hear about here is how much
better basketball on the east coast is than in other parts of the country. But I always
had trouble believing that fact. So now, thanks to some polls and standings taken
out of the Tuesday USA Today, I am going to put an end to that myth once and for
all.
We'll start out with the most recent Top 25 rankings in college basketball.
1. Duke. East Coast and legitimate.
2. UCLA. Suffered their first loss of the season this week, to USC. Not east
coast.
3. Oklahoma State. Byron Houston could be the best little-known player in
America. Not east coast.
4. Indiana. Fairly middle America.
5. K a n s a s . S e e # 4 .

. r-

•• •

6. Connecticut. East coast. Has not played a single top 25 team this season
and just got blown out by St Johns- east coast but sketchy.
Numbers 7,8,9,10,13,15,17,18,19,21,22,24, and 25. None are east coast.
That leaves nine teams from the east coast in the top 25. Not a bad percentage, but
that certainly doesn't make them a dominant hoops area. And, of those teams on
the east coast, seven are south of Virginia. So what has happened to New England
and New York?
;
The Big East has only two teams in the Top 25, one of whom, the aforementioned Connecticut, just lost by 33 to a team that lost to the University of Miami!
The other is Syracuse and we all know what their chances of being a factor in the
NCAA Tournament are: zero!
Moving down to high school, we will again take a look at the Top 25 teams
in America, and see how many come from that supposed basketball hotbed New
York City. Three. Three out of twenty-fiveis a pretty high percentage, but that
certainly isn't dominance. And, for all the east coast, there are nine in the top 25.
Again, that's good but certainly not dominant. Besides, when there are as many
teams and players in such close proximity to each other, there are bound to be more
than enough good teams.
If you move to the NBA, it's not even funny. New York isn't bad, but,
seriously, who thinks they're a threat to win the NBA championship? Boston? No
way, and this is the best they're going to be for a while. Chicago is by far the
dominant team in the NBA, and, in the Eastern conference, is rivaled only by
Cleveland. Neither of which is anywhere close to the east coast. And after that,
it's all west. Utah, San Antonio, Portland, Golden State, Phoenix.
I'll admit that I'm from the west coast and suffer a little bit of bias against this
area. But fact as are facts. When it comes right down to it, the east coast sports one
of the weaker basketball sections in the country.

continued from page 24

their foul shooting (60% for the game)
was inconsistent.
The Bantams finally shook off WPI
with 1:20 left. The score was 55-50 and
McCoy was at the foul line in a one and
one situation. McCoy missed the front
end, but Jones grabbed the rebound and
fedMcCoy whowasagainfouled. McCoy
made the most of his second chance making bo th shots, and the game was history.
Saturday night the team took to the
road for the ninth time in its' first twelve
games, and again came away with the
victory. The Camels, who entered the
contest with a 2-11 record and with an
injured starter, played the first seen minutes of the contest as though they were
the 8-3 team, not Trinity. The Camels
jumped out to a quick eleven point lead,
thanks to some costly Bantam turnovers.
Add to this the fact that Trinity was having trouble adjusting to the harsh Connecticut College rims, and it appeared as
if Trinity would get smoked.
Eventually, though, the Trinity
shots did start to fall. Co-captain Mike
Allen '92, who missed his first two threepoint attempts, finally got one to fall midway through the first half and the Bantams made a mini-comeback to cut their
halftime deficit to one point, 25-24.
In the second half, the Bantams
came out ready to play. The team may
have been sluggish in the first half after
having to wait over three hours for their
game to begin, but had no such problems
as they quickly jumped out on top of the
Camels. Trinity took its first lead of the
contest less than a minute into the second
stanza, but could not pull away from the

pesky Connecticut College team.
With a little less than five minutes
remaining in the contest, the Camels
scored to cut the Trinity lead to five
points, 50-45. But some clutch baskets by
the Bantams allowed them to quickly
pull out to anine-pointlead and, with the
Camels fouling everybody in the last few

minutes in a desperate but futile attempt
to catch the visitors, the Bantams pulled
away to a 65-52 victory.
Trinity was lead in scoring again
by David Jones, who poured in 20 points
for the second consecutive game. Allen
followed with 14, including two three-

pom ters. The victory left the Bantams
with an outstanding 6-3 road record.
Trinity has threehome games coming up this week—Clark on Tuesday,
Colby on Friday, and Bowdoin on Saturday. The attendance at the WPI game
was a little disappointing, not even half
the gym was filled. The team needs our
support so let's pack the house and get
three sellout crowds.

It can't dolaundry orfindypu a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple3 Macintosh" Classic8 II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It hasa powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal. Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer,

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you 're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
• " - * 1

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information Visit Nancy Sowa inthe
Mathematics, Computing & Engineering Center, Room l 6 l or call 297-2571
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh areregistered trademarks arid SuperDrive is a inidemrkofAppje Computer, Inc: MS-DOS is a leistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic as a registered trademark used under license by'Apple Computer, Inc. This a^ was created usinfc Macintosh computers.
.
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Intramural Update

Statistics

Intramural Basketball Schedule
Tuesday, February 4

Unit D
SvT
UvM
Iv6

7:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00

Gym A

Wednesday, February 5
7:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00

4v8
Iv2
UvN

JvC

Tuck

Thursday, February 6
7:00-8:00
9:00-10:00

JvD

Friday, February 7
7:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00

MvR

IvH
SvP
Iv3

Saturday, February 8
1:00-2:00

UvO

Sunday, February 9
1:00-2:00
2:00-3:00
3:00-4:00
4:00-5:00

5v7
3v8
QvS
PvN

"his Week In Bantam Sports B
Tuesday 2/4:

W. BasketballM. BasketballWednesday 2/5: M. Squash—
Thursday 2/6: W. Squash
—_
Wrestling
Friday 2/7:
W. BasketballW. Squash
•
M. Basketball
TT

v Clark-—- 6:00
v Clark-—~ 8:00
v Wesleyan-7:00
vMiddlebury 7:30
v Coast Guard 7:00
v Colby—— 6:00
at Yale——- TBA
v Colby——8:00

V.

Saturday 2/8: M. Basketball-- —— v Bowdoin—3:00
W. Basketball-— . . v Bowdoin—12:30
_
v Williams—1:00
M. Squash
M. Swimmingv Conn.——1:00
W. Swimmingv Conn.-——1:00
Indoor Track-.
a t Williams- 1:00
1:00
Wrestling
v MIT-

•'

1991-92 Hockey Statistics (8-6-1)
G
A
Player
Yr
PM ±lz
94
12
16
9.0
Mills
4
Leddy
92
2
13 16.0
11
7
93
4
2.5
Snecinski
11
92
5
5
10
MacDonald
6.0
B. Monahan 95
6
3
9
8.5
Carroll
95
5
4
9
5.0
Eiserman
95
6
2
8
6.0
Cooke
95
4
. 4
8
2.5
Einbender
94
2
6
8
5.5
Oglebay
95
7
4
3
2.5
0
Goaltender
Yr
Svs
Svs / > W-L-T SO

c:

WIllilil'HIliUlilt

Christopher Felley '94
Christopher Felley, member of the men's squash team, gets
the nod for Athlete of the Week for his stellar play in his team's four
matches this weekend. Friday Felley played in the number nine
slot and scored one of Trinity's three wins. Saturday, he moved up
to number eight and showed no fear, defeating all his opponents,
including his Franklin and Marshall foe, helping Trinity win that
match 5-4 and finish the weekend with a 3-1 record.

92

408

.911

6-5-2 •

2

1991-92 Women's Basketball Statistics (8-5)
Ppg Fg% Rpg Apg
Yr
Player
Chiodo
92
1.6
11.5 35.3 8.1
Hadfield
94
10.4 42.3 7.5
0.8
O'Connell
3.1
93
10.2 39.4 4.1
Toolan
94
2.4
7.9 42.9 4.4
Armstrong
1.2
95
7.6 41.8 4.7
7.0 33.0 2.2
3.0
Moynagh
93
94
43.4
3.4
0.3
6.1
Flynn
93
4.3 43.6
1.1
1.3
Falcigno
93
0.3
3.2 41.3 2.8
Kupa
95
0.4
2.8 41.2 0.6
Sarmuk

Box Scores

Weekend Update

Men's Basketball
Trinity 65, Connecticut College 52
1H
2H
Trinity
Conn. College
Trinity Scoring: Almeida 3-3-9; Allen 4-314; O'Day 1-0-2; Jones 7-6-20; McCoy 3-2-9;
VanderHeide 1-0-2; Tomlinson 1-0-2; Haffner 3-1-7
Women's Basketball
Trinity 70, Connecticut College 59
1H
2H
F
Trinity
Conn. College
Trinity Scoring: Moynagh 0-3-3; O'Connell
6-2-16; Hadfield 4-0-8; Chiodo 6-2-14; Armstrong 1-2-4; Falcigno 2-0-4; Toolan 6-4-19;
Flynn 1-0-2.
Ice Hockey
Trinity 2, St. Anselm 2 (OT)
IP
2P
3P
OT
StAnslem 1
Trinity
0
Trinity Scoring: Oglebay; Carroll. Saves: Tuck 50

College View Specials
Come tothe View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 whenyoti
order a meal between 6 p m and 8 p m
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 pm. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are:
only $3.50 between 9 p m and closing,
:,

$3.50 KperNight Ami

TRIPOD
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THE ONE WHO CAN DRIVE HIMSELF FURTHER, ONCE THE EFFORT GETS PAINFUL, IS THE ONE WHO WILL WIN

Men s Basketball Continues Road Success
ImproveRecord To 9-3 With Victory At Connecticut College

BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

handed dunk, causingthe Trinity gym to
errupt, and WPI to call a timeout with
6:14 left in the half. At this point, Trinity
held a 23-17 advantage.
The Bantams would expand the
lead as Peter VanderHeide '93 snagged a
rebound and put in an amazing backwards shot as the halftime buzzer
sounded—Trinity 31, WPI 22. The 67

center had a big game for the Bantams
underneath the basket registering 7 rebounds and 9 points. The thumb injury
that has forced him to miss a few games
earlier this season seemed to have no
effect on his game.
The Bantams came out of the locker
room in the second half even stronger.
Jones continued his domination on both

the offensive and defensive boards. Jones
led all players with 20 points and 14
rebounds. Jones reflected on his success;
"I know what has to be done for the team
and I just try to get it done." Jones leads
the Bantams in points (15.5 per game)
and rebounds (7.7 per game) as of last
week. Some other players who had an
impact on the game were Mark O'Day

Trinity's men's basketball team
improved their record to 9-3 this week
with wins over WPI and Connecticut
College. The Bantams had to hold back a
late rally by the WPI Engineers to secure
a 60-53 win which featured great team
defense and an excellent individual effort by David Jones '94.
Saturday night the team traveled to New London to face the
Camels of Connecticut College
and came away with a 65-52 victory.
The WPI game, played at
home, was close in the beginning with both teams exchanging baskets and the lead. The
Bantams immediately went in. side to their big men, especially
David Jones. Jones scored eight
of Trinity's first ten points on an
array of layups and spin shots.
It was Trinity's defense
which turned the game around
for the Bantams. DaneAiken'95
and Steffan Tomlinson '94 came
into the game in the middle of
the first half and instantly turned
up the intensity of Trinity's tight
man to man defense. Tomlinson
was giving the WPI point guards David Jones jumps cenier for the Bantams as they play their flrst home game in
NUBEMRDiNO
fits by playing them man to man almost two months. Trinity went on to win the game by the score of 60-53. Other starters
full court. Tomlinson wouldhelp for the Bantams are Jeff Almeida (21), co-captain Dennis McCoy (33), co-captain Mike
create a turnover that resulted in Allen (22) and Mark O'Day (25). The men play home tonight as the second half of a
Aiken scoring on a flying one basketball doubleheader, facing Clark at 8:00. The women tip-off at 6:00.

'93 and his defense inside the
paint, and, offensively, co-captain Dennis McCoy '92 who
dropped in 14 points.
Trinity's lead, which
reached 41-22, would start to
slowly dwindle with about 12
minutes left in the contest. WPI
had played a zone defense in the
first half, b ut switched to man to
man in the second half, causing
the Bantams to make mistakes.
Jones noticed WPI's man to man
forced them to "rush shots. It
was one pass and a shot, instead
of running our offense."
With 6:45 left, Trinity's
Ieadwasreducedto45-41. WPI's
comeback was led by Tim
Hawley and Chris Weinwurm
who each scored 17 points. The
Engineers would get no closer
thanks to McCoy, Jones, and
VanderHeide. Still Trinity had
a few chances to turn the lights
out in the final five minutes but
please turn to page 22

Hockey Finding Transition Into ECAC East Difficult
RoughWeekAgaimtTopCompetiticmDoesNo
BYJOHNTWICHELL
Sports Writer

The Trinity Bantam hockey team
suffered through another tough and educational week in the ECAC East. Facing
some of the top teams in the East, they
went 0-2-1. However, the young team is
gainingyaluableexperienceagainstsolid
opponents. Coach John Dunham has
used the transitional season (from ECAC
South to ECAC East) to play 13 freshmen
at various times. The team is 1-3-2 in its
last six, but still holds an 8-6-2 mark
overall and continues to play with determination.
The UConn Huskies hockey team,
riding an eleven game unbeaten streak,
trounced the Bantams 12-1 last Tuesday
in Storrs. UConn, the top team in the
ECAC East, played incredible hockey,
especially in the first period. Rob
McMahon '95 started in goal for Trinity
and faced 28 shots in the first period
alone. The 28 shots helped the Huskies
gain an 8-0 first period lead and forced
Coach Trinity coach John Dunham to put
Rich Getzoff'92betweenthepipesfor the
remainder of the game. Getzoff played
well enough to stop 20 of the 24 shots
fired his way, but could not keep the
Huskies from rolling to the win.
One of the few bright spots of the
game for Trinity was junior John
Snecinski's second period goal. "Snitch"
collected the puck, carried it in front of
the UConn net and roofed a quick wrist
shot. Tri-CaptainScottLeddy'92hadhis
customary solid game, showing the St.
Louis Blues' scout in attendance that he
could handle UConn's highly touted

Krygier brothers. Another positive for period, exploding for four unanswered defense stymied the Bant offense and the
the Bants was their continuing hustle, goals. All four scores were the result of Beavers carried a 4-0 lead into the third
even in the third period when the out- precision Babson passing which set up stanza.
come had long been decided. Dunham close range shots. Trinity's defensemen
Trinity's powerplay, which sufcommented after the game: "I was not kept the Babson forwards from becom- fered all week, finally clicked in the third.
disappointed with our performance. In ing too complacent by taking the body JeffMacDonald'92retrievedaloosepuck
my 21 years of coaching, that first period whenever they could. Leddy and Tom in a goalmouth scramble and fed
was the best period I have ever seen Presz '92 both dished out flattening hits. Snecinski. Snecinski's quick release beat
Presz's was probably the most devastatplayed against Trinity."
please turn to page 20
Friday evening at Kings wood, ing of the season. However, Babson's
Trinity hosted the
Babson Beavers.
Babson entered the
game on the heels
of UConn for the
top spotin the East.
The Bantams came
out flying in the
first period, constantly pressuring
the Beavers in their
own
end.
Snecinski and Pat
Bruno '95, who
was moved from
defense to wing to
help the offense,
both had good
scoring chances
but were thwarted
by Babson goalie
MarkKuryak. The
period
ended
scoreless, as both
Kuryak
and
Trinity's Jeff Tuck
'92wereflawlessin
goal.
CYNTHUKRON
The Beavers Todd Carroll, who scored one of Trinity's two goals in the Saturday afternoon
broke the game tie with Saint Anselm, here brings the puck up the ice against the Babson
open in the second Beavers in a Friday night contest at Kingswood-Oxford.

